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ABSTRACT

High voltage direct current(HVdc) power transmission lines have certain advantages over

a.c. power transmission lines. However the corona caused by the ionizations in the vicinity of

the HVdc conductors may pose problems, such as power losses, radio interference, audio

noise, electrification of insulated objects orhuman bodies underneath the lines. There are also

concerns of possible biological and environmental effects of the ions. Therefore it is of

interest to study the ion flow field associated HVdc transmission lines both theoretically and

experimentally.

This dissertation presents three new iterative algorithms for the numerical simulations of the

time invariant ion flow fields associated with HVdc transmission lines in thepresence of wind

- the Method of Imaginary Conductance, the Method of Auxiliary Poisson's Equation and

the Method of Minimum Divergence. Boundary element method is used for the numerical

solution of Poisson's equation.

These algorithms are capable of numerical simulations with the presence of wind and with

variable ion mobilities. All of the iterative algorithms work well with a wide range of initial

space charge distributions. Convergence can usually be achieved after about five to six

iterations without wind and after about six to eight iterations with wind speed ranging from

lm/s to l2mls.

The ground level profiles of electric fields, ion current densities and space chargedensities

calculated by the three methods were found to be in agreement.

The numerical solutions are compared with published measurement data on conductor

models and with the measured data provided by Manitoba HVdc Research Centre and

Manitoba Hydro. Good agreements have been observed for conductor models and for

Manitoba Hydro's Nelson River double bipolar lines.

Two new numerical schemes associated with boundary element method developed in the

course of this investigation are also presented in the dissertation.

ill
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

High voltage direct current (HVdc) power transmission lines have certain advantages over

a.c. power transmission lines. Compared with equivalent a.c. lines HVdc power transmission

over a long distance results in lower power losses and costs. Since a HVdc system can be

easily controlled at high speed, HVdc links can be used to improve the stability of a.c.

systems. HVdc stations can also be used to interconnect a.c. systems of different frequencies.

However, there are some problems associated with HVdc po\ryer transmissions, and the

ionization in the vicinity of the HVdc conductors is one of them.

It is well known that when the electric field strength in the air is high enough corona will

occur. 'When there is corona the ionization of air will generate space charges (ions and

charged particles). The electric field will act on the space charges. Under a.c. fîelds the space

charges remain in the vicinity of the lines due to the alternating nature of the electric field.

Under d.c. voltage, however, the direction of the electric field does not change with time. The

space charges will then be driven away from the conductors by the electric field. The space

charges can also be carried over a long distance by natural wind. The movement of space

charges will generate ion current in the space.

Corona may cause radio interference, audible noise, electrification of objects, etc. in addition

to power losses. The space charges produced by HVdc lines will affect the natural balance of

ions in the air, which might have some unknown biological and environmental effects,

Therefore it is of interest to study the fields associated with HVdc power transmission lines in

the presence of corona both theoretically and experimentally.

Corona and ion flow fields associated with HVdc power transmission lines have been studied

for a long time. There have been many proposed methods for studying the problem. Due to
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the complexity of the problem, the nonlinear partial differential equation, various factors

affecting the corona phenomena such as wind, temperature, humidity, and the lack of
understanding of the theoretical aspects of the phenomena, the problem is still not fully
understood.

In this chapter, a brief review of some of the existing approaches is presented. Theirpros and

cons are discussed.

$1.1 The Physical Process of Corona Discharge Associated with
HVdc Thansmission Lines

Corona is "a luminous discharge due to ionization of air surrounding a conductor caused by a

voltage gradient exceeding a certain critical value" as stated inthe IEEE Standarrl Dictionary

of Electrícal and Electronic Terms.

Under normal conditions the air around us is an excellent insulator although there are about

1000 to 1500 pairs of ions per cubic centimeters. The ions and free electrons are produced by

natural ionizing factors such as cosmic rays, radioactive substances in the environment, etc..

If there is no electromagnetic field these ions move in the atmosphere in a random way -
they move in random directions and collide with each otherrandomly. When colliding with a

neutral molecule an electron may be attached to the molecule to form anegative ion. The ions

may also attached to dust particles to form large charged particles known as large ions.

Therefore in the dissertation the term ions or space charges refer to ions, free electrons as well

as positively and negatively charged particles referred to as heavy ions.

A HVdc transmission line will produce an electromagnetic field within and beyond its

Right-Of-Way. In the discussing corona, the effects of the magnetic field can be neglected.

The electric field will act on the ions and make them move in an orderly way - along the

electric field lines. The speed of the ions is given by the relationship v: frE, where k is

defined as the ionic mobility and E is the electric field vector. The ionic mobilities are slightly

different for positive and negative ions. The orderly movements of ions will produce electric
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current in the space. However the current is extremely small ( in tO-tz NcmT range) if there

is no other ionization process involved.

The ions will gain energy as they move in the electric field. In the case of free electrons, if the

electric field is strong enough the electrons will gain enough energy so that upon collision

with a neutral molecule an electron will be released from molecule resulting in a free electron

and an positive ion. This process is called collision ionization. Thus a free electron will
generate another free electron and a positive ion by collision resulting a total of two free

electrons. The two electrons will then generate another two free electrons resulting a total of
four free electrons. As the process duplicates itself a greatnumber of ions and free electrons

are generated causing a phenomena called electron avalanche. At the same times when

positive andnegative ions collide with each other they may recombine into neutral molecules

and release the excess energy in the form of light. The light emitted during recombination

may cause photo-ionization.In the electric field the ions move towards the positive and

negative electrodes (the conductors and the ground). If the field is strong enough the ions will
be able to release secondary electrons from the electrode surface when they collide with the

electrode (secondary ionization process or surfoce ioníaation). If the secondary ionization

process is sufficiently intense it vi/il1produce enough free electrons to replace the electrons

which have initiated the electron avalanche. The whole ionization process could then be

sustained even if the natural ionizing factors are removed. The self-sustained ionization is

also called as self-sustained discharge.

In a uniform electric field a self-sustained discharge means electric breakdown of the air.

Only anon-uniformfieldcan sustainadischargewithoutbreakdownof theair gap. Coronais

a self-sustained discharge in a non-uniform electric field near the electrode with the

strongest electric field. The electric field strength at which corona discharge occurs is called

the corona onset electríc field strength and the corresponding conductor voltage is called

corona onset voltage. A conductor in corona is called a coronating conductor.

The electric field of a HVdc transmission line is a non-uniform field. The field strength is the

strongest on the conductor surfaces and it decreases rapidly as the distance from the

conductor surface increases. Therefore ionization can only take place in a thin layer in the
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immediate vicinity of the conductors called ionization layer.Ionization will produce both

positive and negative ions. The ions whose polarity are different from that of the conductor

are attracted to the conductor and neutralized upon contact. The ions whose polarity are the

same as that of the conductor are driven away to the surrounding space by the electric field.

Therefore except in the ionization layer where ions of both polarities exist, the conductor acts

as a source of ions whose polarity are the same as that of the conductor.

The movement of space charges in the electric field will produce a current ( j : qv ) in the

space.

In the case of unipolar HVdc lines, the space charges in virtually the entire space are of the

same polarity as the conductor potential. In the case of bipolar HVdc lines there are three

distinct regions: 1) positive space charge region surrounding the positive pole; 2) negative

space charge region surrounding the negative pole; 3) mixed space charge region between the

positive and negative poles where space charges of both polarity exist.

The electric field is determined by two factors: the conductor voltages and space charge

distributions. It is observed from experiments that the electric field strength on the surface of
coronating conductors remains approximately unchanged at its onset value. As the conductor

voltage increases the electric field due to the conductorvoltage increases proportionally. The

increases in electric field will intensify the ionization process which lead to an increase in the

amount of space charges of the same polarity as the coronating conductor. Theses space

charges will reduce the electric field strength on the corresponding conductor surface and

therefore offsetting the effect of the increase of the conductor voltage to maintain the

conductor surface field strength at its onset value.

If diffusion is neglected the distributions of space charges are determined by the mutual

interaction between the electric field and space charges: the electric field determines the

space charge movement (v : frE ) and therefore the space charge distribution, while at the

same time the space charge distribution modifies the electric field (V.E: le*-e1/e,
where 8* and 8- are positive and negative space charge densities, respectively). The
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interaction would lead to abalance (steady state) when the amountof space charges entering

and leaving any differential volume in the space are the same.

In bipolar case the steady state is also affected by the recombination of positive and negative

ions since recombination is equivalent to charge depletion at a given point in space. This

further complicates the bipolar corona problem.

When there is wind the problem becomes even more complicated. The wind will move space

charges downwind, therefore creating additional regions without space charges, and the

space charge density beyond the Right-OÈWay may also be greatly increased. Since wind

will move space charges further away from the conductor an extra amount of space charges of
the same polarity as the conductor is needed to maintain the electric field strength at the

conductor surface at its onset value. Therefore the ion current under wind condition is

expected to increase.

$r.2 The Mathematical Model and Solution Techniques

The physical process of the corona phenomenon is extremely complicated. Its mechanisms

are not yet fully understood. The phenomenon involves many parts of physics:

electromagnetic field, ionization, heattransfer, diffusion, etc. Even ifitispossible to describe

the problem mathematically in full details the resulting equations would be too diffrcult to

solve even with today's computer power. Therefore compromises should be made between

accurate descriptions of the problem and the solvability of the mathematical model.

$ 1.2.f Basic Equations

The following assumptions are generally accepted by the researchers in this area to simplify

the problem so that it can be described by a set of equations which are not to complex too be

solved:

1) The problem is time-independent and therefore the field quantities do not change
with time.
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2) Tllre thickness of the ionization layer around the conductors is negligible.

3) The magnitudes of electric field strength at coronating conductor surfaces remain
constant at their onset values.

4) The mobility of ions is constant, or is a known function of electric field strength and
space coordinates (x,y).

5) The diffusion of ions is neglected.

6) The flowing air is incompressible, i.e.

Under these assumptions the bipolar corona problem can be described by a set of partial

differential equations :

Y2u:- (g* - q) /e
E: _YU

j* :g*( ft+E+w )

j- :o-( fr-E-w )
..¿
J : J' + J

v' j* : -Re*e-/,
V. i- : Re*Q-/,

v. j:o
V.w :0

(i.1)

(r.2)

(1.3)

(1.4)

( 1.s)

(1.6)

(1.7)

(1.8)

(1.e)
where:

E: electric field strength vector(V/m)

u: electric potential(V)

e*, e - : absolute values of positive and negative space charge density(c/m3)

j * : positive ion current density vector(A/m2)

j - : negative ion current density vector(A/m2)

j : total ion current density vector(A/m2)

k*,k-: positive and negative ion mobilities(m2lvs¡, taken as constants, 1.4.10-a and

1.8. 10-4 m2lvs respectively.

w: wind speed vector(m/s)

€ : permittivity of air, 8.854 . l0-r2 Flm
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e:

R:

absolute value of electron charge, 1.602. 10-19 C

coefficient of recombination 2.2 . 1g-t2 
^2¡t

For unipolar corona, set g+ or e- to zero according to the polarity of the applied voltage on

the conductor:

1) positive corona

yzu:-e* /e
E: -Yu
j* :q*( fr+E+w )

v. j* :0
V.w :0

2) negative corona

Yzu: + e- /e
E: _YU

j- :e-( fr-E-w )
v. j- : o

V.w :0

Boundary Conditions

(1.10)

(1.1 1)

(r.t2)

(1.13)

(t.r4)

(1.1 s)

(1.16)

(r.T1)

(1.1 8)

(1.1e)

s1.2.2

The only boundary conditions we have are the potentials on the conductors. The electric field

strength, the space charge densities and the ion current densities are all unknown variables.

Obviously, extra boundary conditions are needed.

In order to solve the Poisson equation(1.1), the space charge densities e*,e- must be

known. since e*,9 - and j*, j - are related with (1.3) and (1.4) if j*, j - are known there

would be sufficient boundary conditions. Therefore the extra boundary condition could be

chosen from the following:

1) the electric field strength at the conductor surface;

2) space charge density at the conductor surface;

3) corona current density at the conductor surface;
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4) a combination of space charge density and current density at the conductor.

The flrst choice is actually the assumption (3) which states that the magnitudes of electric

field strength at coronating conductor surfaces remain constant at their onset values. It is a

straighfforward choice. Detailed studies[15] show that for large corona currents, the field at

the conductor surface decreases for positive polarity and increases for negative polarity.

However the change is negligible for the range of corona currents encountered on practical

transmission lines.

The space charge density or ion current density at the conductor surface will be logical

choices for the third boundary condition if they can be found accurately. These values are

difficult to measure and if the measured data areused the numerical results can only be used

to verify the measurement not to predict the performance of the HVdc transmission lines.

Additional assumptions are needed for the accurate analytical evaluation of the space charge

densities at the conductor surface.

$ I .2.3 Review of Solution Techniques

The corona model currently accepted and used by most researchers are a set of algebraic and

partial differential equations. These equations are very difficult to solve either analytically or

numerically due to theirnonlinearities. Over the years many attempts have been made to find

a practical method for solving the problem.

Townsend[7] pioneered an analytical solution of the corona problem in a simple coaxial

cylinder geometry. The problem \,vas reduced to one dimensional using the cylindrical

symmetry.

Deutschl8] explored the analysis of the two dimensional unipolar corona problem 
- a single

conductor above the ground. He proposed three assumptions:

1) The space charges affect only the magninrde but not the direction of the electric field.

2) The space charge density is constant along any of the electric field lines.

3) The strength of the electric field at the ground plane is not affected by space charges.

The first is the famous Deutsch's assumption which has been widely adopted by many of the

researchers 1s simplify the corona problem to one dimensional problem. The Deutsch's
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assumption, although useful in simplifying the problem, is not accurate for bipolar lines since

the effects of the positive and negative space charge could not cancel each other to maintain

the direction of the electric field unchanged. It is also not true under wind conditions for both

unipolar and bipolar lines, since wind will destroy the symmetry of the space charge

distribution even if there was symmetry. For unipolar corona without wind it is diffrcult to

either prove or dispute the Deutsch's assumption.

Deutsch's second and third assumptions are basically flawed. Expanding the current

continuity equation V.(AaE) :0, we have fr(Vq .E+ pz/e):0. If the space charge

density is constant along any of the electric field lines it means that Vp is perpendicular to E.

Thus we have Vg . E : 0 and, kpz /e:0 and thereforeg must be zero in the entire space to

satisfy the continuity equation. Obviously, the third assumption is true for only diminishingly

small coronas.

Popkov[9] made some improvements in his analysis of the cylindrical and the conductor to

ground geometry. He introduced the concept of an equivalent cylindrical system to

approximate the conductor to ground geometry. He used an empirical constantP to account

for the nonuniform current distribution on the ground plane.

Simpson and Morse[11] discussed the possibility of applying Popkov method to practical

systems. To obtain reasonable agreement between theoretical and experimental results the

constantP must be approximately three times as large as the value suggested by Popkov[l2].

Kapzow[ 10] assumed that the electric field at the conductor surface remains constant at the

onset value as the conductor voltage is increased and that the net space charge in the corona

layer is zero.

The earlier work has laid the theoretical ground for practical algorithm. As the digital

computer becomes more and more powerfrl, numerical solutions become feasible.

Sarma and Janischewskyi[16] were probably the first to develop an numerical algorithm to

calculate the unipolar corona on practical systems using both Kapzow's and Deutsch's

assumption. After a theoretical analysis of the electrical fîeld distribution in the ionization
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layer of DC unipolar corona discharges under equivalent steady-state conditions they

concluded that:

1) "the change in the field intensity at the surface of the conductor from the onset value
is negligible for the range of corona currents encountered on practical transmission
lines".

2) "the accuracy of corona loss calculations is not significantly affected if the unipolar
space charge is assumed to start at the conductor surface itself rather than at the corona
layer boundary".

3) "for large corona currents, the field at the conductor surface decreases for positive
polarity and increases for negative polarity."

They later expanded their method to bipolar linesl17].

Khalifa and Abdel-Salam[19] formulated a method for calculating the surface field strength

of conductors in corona. They assumed that the ion density at a point 0 on the conductor

surface is proportional to the average ion density inside the head of the electron avalanche

which has developed at the same point:

(1.20)

rc

where ro r¡ are the radius of the conductor and the ionization region, respectively;

L : r¡- r" is the thickness of the ionization layey d,þ,U and D are the coefficients of

ionization by collision, photoionization, attachment and diffusion, respectively(the values

used were not mentioned in their paper); r is the time of travel of the avalanche. poisson's

equation in cylindrical coordinate was solved analytically for the field shength.

Khalifa and Abdel-Salam[20] then proposed an improved method for unipolar and bipolar

lines which waives both Kapzow's and Deutsch's assumptions. The surface field strength

calculated by the above mentioned method was used as the third boundary and thus

eliminating the Kapzow's assumption. They argued that the Deutsch's assumption is valid

only on the axis of symmetry of the unipolar line and on the line joining the two conductors of
the bipolar lines. The method described in t l6l was used to evaluate the constant C. Once the

ion densities on the conductor surface are known, the ion current density and corona losses

f+L
f /¿,p(0): cexp[ 
J 

@+u-rù,14/ ]n6D¡t/z

10
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can be calculated. Their calculated V-I characteristics agree reasonably well with the

methods in [9][17].

Since the existence of wind will make the field non-symmetrical, their method can not be

used if the wind is present. Besides, the method can only calculate the ion densities and ion

current densities on the conductor surface and can not evaluate the field variables in the entire

domain.

Janischewskyj and Gela[24) applied the finite element method (FEM) for the first rime to

solve the ion flow field. They intended to eliminate Deutsch's assumption from their

previous method[16][17] but they used coaxial configuration whose field is always radial

with or without space charge.

Takuma, Ikeda and Kawamoto[34] appliedFEM to solve the conductor-to-groundproblem.

They replaced the Kapzow's assumption with that of constant space charge density on the

coronating conductor surface. The value of the space charge density was related to the

measured data, therefore their method is not purely analytical.

Abdel-Salam, Farghally and Abdel-Sattarl43l presented a method based on FIEM. The

equations V.(eVlr") : -g (Poisson's) and V .(kaYQà:0 (derived from rhe current

continuity and the Poisson's equation) are solved separately for the potential due to space

charge þr, .The solutions of the two equations Ørrr ffid Ør"zare compared. The correction

of the space charge is considered as:

Q new : n,,rf, * {<ø *, - Q,,z) / (Q,,, * ø *r)} (r.2r)

where/is the acceleration factor and is chosen as 0.5 by the authors.

Kuffel, Dzierzynski and Poltz[SO] formulated a new algorithm using boundary element

method. The algorithm considered the effects of wind. A brief description of the algorithm

will be given in the next section.

Sunaga, Amano and Suda[65] proposed ane\ry method which tackled the influence of wind

based on the works of Sunaga, Sawada[26] and Sunaga, Amano and Sugimoto[33]. They

assumed that the ion current density on conductor surface is given by the empirical equations:

t1
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jo: Kzexp[o.z8ro(F -25.0) +7.0J

K2: Kb(0.5 + 0.r5n)(d/2.fi)2
where F is the conductor surface gradient in the presence of space charge inkY I cm; n6

number of subconductors; d is the diameter of the subconductor in cm; Ko and K6 are

empirical constants related to weather conditions and conductor surface conditions. The

constants in the above two equations were assumed un-affected by the wind conditions in

predicting the influence of wind on the ion flow fields.

They also assumed that there is little directional change of the electric field in the regions

where the static electric field is very high compared with the space charge field. This

assumption partially implies the Deustch's assumption and is only true for weak corona.

Poisson's equation was first solved by FEM and the current continuity equations were then

solved by upstream FEM for the new space charge densities.

Their numerical results agreed reasonably well with their measurements on scaled models in

a wind tunnel.

S I .2 .4 Categorization of the Solution Techniques

Due to non-linearity the equations can only be solved iteratively for practical problems. A

common approach is to make an assumption of the space charge density distribution e(x,y) ,

tind the elecric field E, and then update the space charge density. The process continues

until all the variables converge.

The space charge update algorithm is crucial in ensuring the convergence and the

effectiveness of the whole algorithm. Generally there are three different approaches which

would be referred as one dimensional, indirect and, r\irect update.

ONp Dn¿eNsroNAL Arconlrnn¡

These methods use Deustch's assumption to simplify the two or three dimensional corona

problems to one dimensional problems. These method can give some insight to the corona

(r.22)

(r.23)

is the

t2
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perfonnances of HVdc transmission lines. Howeverthe accuracy of theirresults are doubtful

for bipolar lines or with the presence of wind. The results from these methods can be used as

initial estimations for more accurate algorithms.

Ir. Ir.rolRBcr Upoarn Alconrrsv

In this case, space charge density q is not solved directly from a equation. Rather, it is

modified according to the differences of other field variables. The methods suggested in

reference[43] t69l are examples of this approach. For simplicity unipolar corona problem is

used as a example.

Settingq+ orp- to zero in (1.1)-(1.8) we now have:

where the sign in front of p in (l .24) is the same as that of conductor polarity. If E and j are

eliminated from the corona equations (in the case of no-wind):

Y2u: -9
e

V.( qVz ):0
Wittr a given space charge distribution p and boundary conditions for u , (I.28)-(1.29) can

be solved for ¿¿. The solutions are denoted as u, and ø, respectively, and the corresponding

electric field as E, and Er. If q is different from the actual space charge distributio n, g, and 4z

are different. The difference ð u : ut - uz is then used to modify g for the next iteration,

Y2u: - (+ q)/e

E: _YU

j :e( ÈE+w )

v. j :o

Q ,rrr: Q 6¡¿+ ðP

ôq:f(òu)
or more generally[69],

(r.24)

(r.2s)

(r.26)

(1.27)

(1.28)

(r.2e)

(i.30)

(1.31)

13

ôQ : g@t,u2,Er,Ez,E, ) (r.32)
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. Themodificationfunctions,f ( ) and g ( ) shouldbezerowhen ôz iszero. Thenew q is

again used to find ÍLew r.tt afld u.r,etc., until the differences of all the variables are smaller than

a given tolerance.

Since the new space charge density at a point is modified based on the information at that

point only, the algorithm can also be called alocalupdate algorithm. A update algorithm will

be called a globrtl one if all the information in the entire domain of interests are used.

There are two major weaknesses for the above update algorithms.

First, there are no rigorous theoretic guidelines for chosing the forms of the modification

functions. The modification functions are usually based on experience, or trial-and-error

and is problem-dependent[69]. Therefore a modif,rcation function which works very well for

one case may not work at all for a different case. The convergence of a certain modification

function may also be dependent on the initial guess of the space charge distribution.

Second, space charge density and electric potential are related through apartialdifferential

equation, not an algebraic equation. The potential at one point is affected not only by space

charge density at that point but also affected by space charge density at every other points in

the domain of interests. Using local information only to update space charge density ignores

the above relationship between u and I and therefore may cause convergence problems.

Due to unavoidable numerical errors or the ill-chosen modification function the new space

charge function obtained by the above approach may not be smooth enough (by smooth it is

meant thatafunction should not have too many peaks and valleys, which is what we expect

the q should be). The author believes that that is the reason why the choice of modification

function is not easy.

m. DnBcr Upnerp Alcop¡rnvr

In this case Q is obtained by directly solving certain equations with g as unknown. The

approach proposed in reference [50] is an example.

The algorithm starts with initial guesses for g+ and g- . Afrer finding E by (1.1þ(1.2), the

new space charge densities are found through the following procedure.

t4
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Substituting (1.3) into (1.6) one obrains:

V. (A+(¿+E**)) : - Re*Q-/e

(Ve).(¿*E+w )+p+1k+V.E + V.w) : - RQ*Q-/e

Now assuming incompressible air (1.9), replacing V . E with p+ fe anddividingboth sides

by Q*k* one will get:

(1.33)

(r.34)

(1.3s)

(1.36)

(1.3e)

(y) (".Ë) :-:.:( , #)
Introducing a unit vector l, parallel to the field line (E+dÆ+), into (1.35):

.:('*)

Hence

(r.37)

where

f *(r) :
1".* I

(1.38)

Integrating (I.37) along any field line starting at the positive electrode (with known boundary

condition g$ for charge density) produces new positive space charge density at pointp:

(y) ,Þ.äl a'
€

-s: +:('-;å)

de*

a'
: f * (t)dt

'(+) :l':'Í*('I)dt

Similar equations can be obtained forg- .

Since this approach is not based on experience or trial-and-error it is considered more

rigorous mathematically and should have better performance on convergence. But, the new

space charge density is based on the information on the field line passing through the point, it
is still not a global update algorithm. The fact that the new p(f is a smooth function on every

filed lines does not guarantee the global smoothness of g(x,y) in the entire domain.

15
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Therefore in some cases, for examples, when the wind is strong, the algorithm may not

converge.

$1.3 Measurements of Corona on Real and Model Systems

Many measurements the electric field, ion current and corona losses have been made on real

an d m o del sy stem s [ 1 2 ]t22ll23l\25 I t 3 9l I40l I 421t4 4lt45lt 5 4l t5 5 I .

The electric fields are usually measured by field mills, also known as generating voltmeters

or rotary voltmeters[6]. A field mill consists of a fixed electrode and a rotating electrode, a

motor and some electronic circuits. The shapes of the electrodes are designed in such away

that when the rotating electrode rotates the capacitance of the two electrodes changes

periodically resulting in an a.c current between the two electrodes. The magnitude of the

current is proportional to the magnitude of the electric field being measured.

The ion current densities are almost always detected by Wilson plates. A Wilson plate is an

insulated conducting plate, usually 1 m2, lying in the ground plane. The current is measured

with very sensitive electrometer type instruments which makes the plate virtually at ground

potential.

The ion densities can be measured by ion counters. The ion counters designed by DEV

Industries measure the number of ions per cubic centimeter of air. An motor-driven blower

draws ambient air containing ions through an assembly of polarizing and collecting plates.

The DC potentials of the polarizing plates can be controlled by the operator of the instrument.

The electric field between apaLn of polarizing and collecting plates exerts a deflecting force

on an ion of the same polarity as that of the polarizing plate. As the ion deflects to the

collecting plate it gives up its charge to the plate resulting in a current which can be measured

by an electrometer. Since the speed of the ion depends on it mobility and the electric field

strength, the ions of a certain mobility range can be collected by a certain collecting plate if
the potential of the polarizing plate and the length of the pair of polarizing and collecting

plates are appropriate.

T6
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The consensus is that the measurements of corona variables are very difficult due to the

strong wind effects and its unstable nature. The measured data are mostly likely scattered in a

wide range, which make it difficult to compare the numerical results with the measurements.

$1.4 Objectives of the Dissertation

The objectives of the thesis are to develop an effective and efficient numerical method for the

evaluation of corona and ion flow field associated with HVdc transmission lines in the

presence of wind and to analyzethe effects of line parameters and wind on the characteristics

of the ion flow fields. The method should be able to predict the corona performance of a
HVdc transmission line before its construction, not just to verify the measurements from

operating lines. Therefore the parameters and boundary conditions of the method should be

independent of the particular geometries and configurations of the transmission lines.

tl



GHAPTER 2

NUMERICAL METHODS

In this chapter some of the important numerical methods used in the research are briefly

summarized forthe convenience of thereaders.Themethods rlescribedinsectionswith.a "*',
in theír titles were developed by the author.

$ 2.1 Polynomial Interpolation

Let flx) be a function defined in the interval of fa, bl and the values of the function are only

known at nodes a:xo(.r1 ( -.1xn:b, fot any values of x the function can be

approximated by a polynomial of degree n:

f(x) :2f@,)ø'(*) (2.r)

(2.2)

where /(.r) is the basis function at node i (i : 0, 1 , .. ., n) . It is easy to observe that @;(.r) is

a polynomial of degree n and it satisfîes the following conditions:

(2.3)

Usually polynomials of degree I to 3 are used for interpolation. When the degree is too high

small enors in the data may lead to large errors in interpolation.

The polynomial interpolation can only guarantee the continuity of the function itself butnot

the derivatives of the function. Spline function interpolation (see g 2 .7.1 ) will overcome

this deficiency.

t:0

ó¡(x):n94
i:i \xt- x¡)
j*i

r,or:{l ii":,

18
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g 2 .2 Numerical Differentiation

Three point fonnulas for numerical differentiation can be derived using Taylor series. For

node 1 (refer to Fig.2 . 1 ):

Í(xz): flx1)+f (xr)o*|f ,{*r)o,

f(xs) : f(x1) + f (xt)@ + u> * )f 
, 
<*1)@ + b)2

1"., i:Àr:n-r:^;:,)
Solving (2.6) gives:

J, (xt) : ffirOr) * *fl*r, _ íftrrn*,
f (xz) : -Lurfl*r> * !.Sfør) * 

#-urrør>

f (xs) : #-ror) - 9!¡ç*r, * ffiurrot

l+- G_ -->r<- b ___-l

x1x2x3x
Fig.Z .1 Three point differentiation formula

Similarly for node 2 and2

l: l:)t::):

(2.4)

(2.s)

(2.6)

(2.7)

(2.8)

(2.e)

a: x2- xl

b:xz-xz

r:,"r) (2.10)

(2.11)

19
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f (xt) : -f(xs) + 4f-({ù -3f(xù
2h

f (xz) : f(xù:f(xù
2h

f (xt) - 3f(xù- afllz) +flxù
2h

High order formulas can be derived in a similar way.

Spline function can also be used for numerical differentiation.

x:x(t):ryQ+\+a
bl

[no*:ry[xoo,o,

(2.t2)

(2.13)

(2.14)

$ 2.3 Numerical Integration

For a large variety of functions it is too difficult or impossible to find the definite integration

in closed analyticalforms. Even if a closed form can be found, it may not be computationally

efftcient. Besides, sometimes the function to be integrated is not known as an explicitly. It is

only known as a tabulation of data. Under those circumstances numerical techniques allow

the computation of the integration.

Let f(x) be a function defined on the interval of [-1, 1], the integration of f(x) is

approximated by a weighted sum of the function atanumber of nodes:

[¡or*: ir',) *,
:t ¡tl

(2.rs)

the weight w¡ and node x; andDifferent integration formulas differ in their choices of

therefore have different accuracies.

In this work Gaussian quadrature formulas[3] are chosen because they offer the best accuracy

with the minimum number of nodes - a Gaussian quadrature formula using n nodes can

accurately integrate polynomials of degrees up to 2n- I .

If thefunctionisdefinedintheinterval fa,b)rnsteadof in[-i, 1],achangeof variableis

necessary:

(2.t6)

(2.17)

-1
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For double integration:

i,i,n.,r** : iê,-,,,,,)0, 
: 
Z(2,-,Ð*,)*, e rB)

-l
or

11
lr n n

I I f@,Ðady : ZZX*,,!¡) wi¡ (2.1s)
J
-t 

jt i:l i-l

where w¡¡: w¡ w¡ (i, j: 1,2, .. n) .

s 2 .4 Numerical solutions of ordinary Differential Equations

Let us consider the following set of ordinary differential equations:

dY 
- rr- ,,

dt 
: r\J, r) (2.20)

where

lvr(r)l

(2.2t)
':(:)

(fi(v,t)f

r*,:E:,') e22,

Many different methods exist for the numerical solution of (2.20). Fourth-order

Runge-Kutta methods are widely used due to their high efficiency for non-stiff ordinary
differential equations.

If the function values at t: tn are known, one of the most commonly used fourth-order

Runge-Kutta method gives the following algorithm for the step-size of å:

Kt: h f(yn,tr) e.23)
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(2.24)

(2.2s)

(2.26)

(2.27)

where

Yn+t:Y(tn+ù (2.28)

In a variable step-size scheme, the equations are integrated once with step-size h andtwice

with step-size hl2.If the difference between the two sets of solutions is greater than a

pre-specified value, the step-size is reduced until a minimum step-size is reached. If the

difference is smaller than the pre-specified value, the step-size is increased until a maximum

step-size is reached.

$ 2.5 Calculation of Stream Lines and Equipotential Lines

Take adifferential length vector dl atpointP ona stream line (the line of electric field

strength), dl and and the electrical field strength E should point to the same direction, i.e.:

Exdl:0 (2.2e)

Kz:hr(r. 1,,..+)

Kt:hr(r,. *,,,,.+)
Kq: h {yu * K3,tn+ h)

yn+t:r, *f C*, +2K2+2K3+ K¿)

ùc dy

E":4
Let us set the common ratio to dt:

dx dv

+:1:,t,
Reananging the equations yields the differential equations for the stream lines:

dx _E
dt

dv

tlt - "Y

(2.30)

(2.3t)

(2.32)

(2.33)
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Since the stream lines are initiated from a conductor, the vector f+,ø)must always point
ldx'dt)

away from the conductor. Therefore if the polarity of the conductor is negative the following

equations must be used instead of (2.32) md (2.33):

fu:_,-
dt

dv. :-8,,
dtt

The potential at a point on a stream line can be found by the following relationships:

dV : -E.dl: - (Eix+ Erdy) (2.36)

Substituting cLu and dy with (2.32) and (2.33):

dV:-(ExÛtlt+Epy't) (2.37)

(2.34)

(2.3s)

(2.38)

(2.40)

(2.41)

(2.42)

(2.43)

(2.44)

With the above equation, equipotential lines can be calculated by interpolation/extrapolation

while solving for the stream lines.

The length of a stream line:

,il:,/@Ð'z+@yi'z: rlæ;** (2.3e)

{:_wt,
dt

or

dI,:løt
dt

The set of differential equations for stream lines and equipotential lines are:

dx

-:+ E-
dt

dv
'_J-E

- 
L lt\t

dt 'Y

dr

!:w,
dt

23
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The initial conditions for the ith stream line are:

x: xi (2.45)

t : t¡ (2.46)

V : V¡ Q.47)

t :0 Q.48)
where (x¡,y¡)thefirstnodesofthestreamlineanditalwaysresidesonaconductor; V¿ isthe

voltage of the conductor on which the node (x¡,y¡) resides.

These ordinary differential equations are solved using variable step-size Runge-Kutta

method.

$ 2.6 Boundary Element Method

Boundary Element Method ( BEM ) is a relatively new technique for solving Laplace's and

Poisson's equations (and other partial differential equations). The unknown function z is first

solved on the boundary of the domain, the values of u and its partial derivatives are then

calculated by an integration on the boundary. In this way , the number of elements, therefore,

the number of unknowns of the resulting linear algebraic equations, is greatly reduced

compared with domain approaches such as finite element and fînite difference method. The

boundary approach also make it possible to handle problems with infînite domain.

$ 2.6.1 The Formulation of Boundary Integral Equations

Our problem is to solve the following Poisson's equation (or Laplace's equation if
q(x,y) : o ):

Yzu(x,y) : - Q@,y)

u(x,y) : f(x,y)

ðuq(x,y): ô": g@,y)

I:Ir+fz

(x, y) in Ç2

(x, y) in 11

(x, y) in 12

(2.4e)

(2.s0)

(2.sr)

(2.s2)
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where I is the boundary of domain Ç), and q is the directional derivati ve of u(x,y) with respect

to the outward normal n of boundary f.

If the solution is approximated, the residual Res(x,y) is not zero,

Res(x,y) :Yzu(x,y) + Q(x,y) # 0
therefore we force it to zero by a weighting functionw(x,y),

l {r' ^., 
y) + Q@, Ð)w@, y)rtxdy : o

w(x,y): lnr

,:ffi

ç¿

f - î
I Yzuçx,y)w(x,y)dxrty: - I q(", y)w(x,y)dxtty
J J-
AO

integrating the left hand side by parts twice yields,

!#-^ t@x.#X)*' I 
p(x'v)w(x'v)rtxctv (2's6)

{(X- -'#)^ + | uvzwrtxrtt : 
Ip(x,v)w(x,v)rtxtlv 

(2.s7)
T\ T ç¿ O

or

f,v,,*¿, 
: 
f("* 

-#-)^ - | e<*,t>,(x,y)rtxtty (2 s8)

Let's choose

(2.s3)

(2.s4)

(2.ss)

(2.se)

(2.60)

where r is the distance between points P(x,y) and pe(x6, yo) , p and ps are either in the

domain C) or on the boundary f.

It is easy to verify that ln r is a solution to Laplace's equation in the domain with the singular

point Pe being excluded:

V2(tnr) :0 ( forP t Po) (2.6t)

an infiniteThe function lnr is called the fundamental solution of Laplace's equation in

region.
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rf ps is rocated in c2 (as ,rJi,,' åri:iii:::i;::i,"flï the domain, p6 is encircred

with a circle of very small radius e centered at Ps .The domain and the boundary of the circle

are denoted by o'and c respectively.

!,("+- 
q-,)0, - 

nl_nr*,rrtnr 
rtxrty : 

nl-uyzçtnr)dxrty 

:0 (2.62)

!.,(" 
+ - q h,) o, : 

f(. + - q h,) o, . 
!(" + - q h,) o n, u,,

Note that the normal vector of c is inward,

ôlnr ðlnrôr I 1
L): --ôn ðrðn r r (2.64)

Since it is a first type line integration, it does not matter whether we integrate from 0 to 2n or

from 2n to 0, so long as we keep ds>O. Thus if integrating from 0 to 2n (note that if we

integrate from2n to 0, then de < 0 , ds : r(- d0) : - rd|, which will give the same result),

ds : rd9

f("+ - n^,)0, :T(.+ - ffn,), o,

2Í

:- 
lø*ff,".e)rto
0

(2.6s)

(2.66)
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:-(^,,Ër'-ry,r",)*
note that

u(e,€): u(e cos{. + xo,e sinf +y6)

osE<br
let e + 0 , f+c becomes I while Ç2-o approaches Ç), and

(2.68)

(2.6e)

(2.70)

(2.7 t)

(2.72)

limelne:0
e-0

lim u(e,Ë) : u(xo,yo)
e-0

which leads to

u(xo,yo) : *fi (,+ - q,,,),, - 
Ino,y) 

rnr "1 e.73)

This is the boundary integral equation which links the values of the unknown function in the

domain with the line integral along the boundary.lf uand q are known on the bounda ry, u(x,y)

in the domain can be calculated by (2.73). Because on the boundary e ither uor 4 is known but

not both, we still have to find out another half of the u and 4 on the boundary.

Let'snowlocatethe Ps ontheboundary.V/ecandosimilarlyas vvedidinthecasewhen p9

was located in C) (refer to Fig.Z. 2 ), except that the integral is now taken from 01 to 02 , and

whene - 0 ,02-0t:n (iftheboundaryissmooth atPs),thereforetheboundaryintegral

equation for P9 on the boundary is

u(xo,yo) ;fi ("+- n^,)0,- [ eø,r>^, *1 e.74)

Another approach to obtain (2.58) is to use Green,s identity:

[ {,r,* - 
*v2 u)axay : 

f(, X -, #)^ (2.1s)

Since Yzu: - q , the above equation yields (2.5S) naturally. From this approach it is clear

that if u and q are known exactly on the boundary, theoretically uin the domain can be
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calculated exactly, not approximately (the fundamental solution ln r is actually the Green's

function for an infinite region).

S 2 .6 .2 Half Plane Problem

The electric field of power transmission lines can be considered as two dimensional half

plane problem. The conductors all lie above the ground in the first and second quadrants of

the rectangular coordinate system.

conductor

v

Q @,,Yt)

P (x,y)

o

gr,ro]d¡îd

:t,:tt:t:tt:Ur:,,.,,::,,¡!t:i:il.:l:i!;

';,ii!ffi,Ee

/L:,;,:::

r,:!

,gi; 1,;Lru|),

Fig.Z .3 Green's function for the semi-finite region of upper half space

The ground plane is an electrode which extends to the infinity. To eliminate this infinite

electrode, the Green's function for the semi-infinite region of y > 0 can be used as the

weighting function (see Fig.2 . 3 ):

w(x,v): r(;) e..l6)

where r is the distance from the point of interest P to the point of integration Q and r' is the

distance from P to Q' , the image of Q,

r: (*-*¡)2+(¿-y)2

28
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r':J@-x)2+0+y)2 (2.78)

The potential at the ground plane is zero. The Green's function also satisfies this boundary

condition.

Equations (2.73), (2.14) and all the equations derived from them will still be correct if ln r in
the equations is replaced by lnrf r' .

$ 2 .6.3 Formulation of Boundary Element Equations

The boundary f is discretized into boundary elements which can be modeled by curves or

straight lines. On each element, u and q are approximated by constant, linear, quadratic or

other basis functions.

non element S¡

Fig.2 .4 Discretization of the Boundary - Constant Element

For simplicity, we will use constant elements. The boundary f is discretized tnto nstraight

line elements S;(i : l, - ,n) ,

s:Is,
È1

where S is the discretized boundary (refer toFig.2 .4).

Jgt:t
That is , ,S is an approximation of boundary I .

(2.7e)
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On each element a node is located at the center. The values of u and4 on the boundary are

approximated as follows,

u(x,y) :\ut Q¡@,y)
Êl
n

q(x,y): La, Ø¡(x,y)
i:r

ô¡(x,y): f t @'Y) in s¡

t 0 otherwise

where U¡ and Q¡ Ne nodal values of u and q.For node i we define a weighting function

w¡(x,y):lnr¡ e.g4)

,i: ,f @-xif + O,-yif (i : r,2, .. .,n) (2.g5)

where n is the number of boundary elements. For every element we have the following

equation,

(2.86)

(2.87)

(2.81)

(2.82)

(2.83)

(2.88)

n u(x¡,y¡)

tE u(s ¡, Ð : fr("+ - n r",)a,

:f(.+-,n,)a,

:äl(''+ n'^'')o'

- ä''l+^-P,oi!m'' a'

or

(i: 1,2, .. .,n)

(i: 1,2, .. .,n) (2.89)

(2.e0)Zuuu¡:ZG,¡e¡j:r j:r

u,:l#^
sj

where

30
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,,,:l#ds-ø
^t

rc,¡: 
Jlnr¡ds

sj

Nowwehaven equations'Becausehalfofthevalues 
of tJ¡ andp¡ areknown,thereareonly

n unknowns' Therefore we can re¿uïange the above equations to obtain a set of argebraicequations in matrix form,

Ao z: b 
e.g4)Aftersolvingthisequation,allthevalues 

of IJ¡ and Q¡ ontheboundaryareknown.Thusthe
values of u(xo,yo) in the domain ÇJ can can be calcurated by (refer to (2.73) ),

(í,j: 7,2, .. .,n)

(i: 1,2, .. .,n) (2.e2)

(2.e3)

(2.e6)

u(xo'vo) :* 
{àr, {,#,r,-io, I n, 

^]- [rn,ntnrdxrty 
e.ss)

r:@
The pafial derivatives of u canalso be calculated,

ryP:*{i;t*þ,# e¡,nr)" 
IQ(x,y)H4 es7)

ry:*{Zt*þ,# e¡,nr),, !e(.,ù#4 ess)
Note that in the above equations x and y are integral variables, and the partial derivatives aretaken with respect to xs and ys.

The third type boundary conditi on au+bq=h canbefeated as follows,

a¡U¡-t b¡Q¡: h¡ (i : I,r, .. .,k) (2.gg)where fr is the number of nodes with third type boundary condition. combini ng (2.99) with

.î::'J: 
t ave n+kunknowns and n+k equarions which are sufficienr for finding rhe unique
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S 2 .6 .4 A Brief Descriptions of the program

A FORTRAN program (BEMC 
-Boundary 

Element Method with Constant elements) was

developed for two-dimensional Laplace's equation. The program has the following features:

1) Boundary elements are set up automatically, which makes datapreparation easy and
simple.

2) Problems of first and second type boundary conditions carì be solved.

3) Boundary can take the forms of straight lines, circres and ellipse.

4) For electric static field problems, the characteristics of the field is used to improve
the efficiency and the precision of the program.

o If the potential on a conductor surface was initially unknown, the potential on it is

smoothed after solving (2.9q.

I When u in the domain is calculated, the equation below is used to avoid tedious

integrations along every element,

-(
r I uln, 

0., : I i h if (xo,yo) is encircled by S,

¿ 
Ôn [o if orherwise

where S" istheconductorsurface.Ifthenormalvectorof ,S. isoutward,thesignin

front of 2n"+", otherwise "-".

5) Analytic formulas are used for the integration along the boundary instead of numeric
integration to save CPU time.

The program can easily be modified to deal with third type boundary condition and poisson,s

equation.

$ 2.6.5 Numerical Examples

In the following illustrations, the symbols below are used,

N: number of points being checked on an equipotential line

Nr: number of boundary elements on a closed boundary

u:exact solution

û : approximate solution
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average íi onaequipotential line

maximum û on a equipotential line

minimum û on aequipotential line

exact solution of field strength

approximation solution of field strength

average E onaboundary

maximum É onaboundary

minimum E ona boundary

Note that the reference direction of E is opposite to n on conductor surface, thus on conductor

surtace E=q.

The numbers in parenthesis are percentage errors defined by,

€*or: approximation- exact 100vo (2.100)
exact

IV. ExaMpLe r: A co¡¡nucroR oF INFTNTTE LENcTH ABovE THE GRouND

A conductor with R:l is centered at (0,5), i.e. its height å:5.

Boundary condition,

uoug

Llmax

û^in

E:

t,
LorT

E^u*

É,nin

u1: 100 (2.101)

The exact solution can be obtained by the method of image (conductor f2 is the image ),

u(x,v):rtffi e.rcz)

where rl :,1 ¡z - oz, a : R - (h- (Ð .

Equipotential line with potential Us is given by,

*+0-yù2:b2 e.103)

n: a!,* S (z.ro4)l-Kto
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,:ffi
,.: *o(_

The boundary elements used is

Uo. 2(h-d) + a\
u1 al
12. Comparison of results is given in Table Z . L

Comparison for Example 1 (N:10)

(2.10s)

(2.r06)

Table2.l

u (exact) 0 30 50

ûorr(errorVo) 0.001O(N/A) 29.9128(-0.29Vo) 49.8845(-0.237o)

û^u*(ercor%o) 0.0017(N/A) 29.9179(-0.27Vo) 49.9003(-0.207o)

û.^in(emorTo) 0.0007(N/A) 29.90t6(-0.33Vo) 49.8838(-0.23vo)

N/A: Not Applicable

KK
ù

È

t/
(a) Example 1

(b) Example 2

Fig.2 .5 Conductor models for the numerical examples

V. Exauplp z, CoAXI¡.1 CyLrNopns

Boundary condition (subscripts I and2 denote the inner and outer cylinders respectively),
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Es: 144.269504r

Exact solution,

uz: l0

u(x,y): EtRtloþ* u,
r

E(x,y): ør\
r

Let's consider the Laplace's equation in a two dimensional domain:

Y2u:0
For simplicity only two types of boundary conditions are considered:

(2.107)

(2.108)

(2.r09)

(2.110)

Table 2 .2 .The boundary elements used is also 12. comparison of results is given in

Table 2 .2 Comparison for Example 2

It can be observed that the numerical solution is very accurate even with constant elements.

The errors of potentials in the second example are greater than that of the first example. This

is due to the use of Neumann boundary condition.

With higher order interpolation functions on the boundary, more accurate numerical results

can be achieved, as can been seen in the following section.

ç2.7 Spline Function Interpolation with BEM*

N 10 N 32

ø (exact) 51.5037 E (exact) 72.t348

ît.orr(error%o) 50.8005(-l .377o) Eorr(errorVo) 71.9526ç0.257o)

û^u*(eruorVo) 50.8016(-1 .367o) E^u*(errorTo) 72.0011(-0.197o)

û^¡n(emorVo) 50.7995(-1.377o) E^in(error%o) 71.8905(-0 .347o)

35
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1) the potential z on the boundary is known - Dirichlet boundary condition;

2) the normal derivative of the potential * ttknown - Neumann boundary condition.
ôn

Assume u" tobethe fundamental solution to Laplace's equation. In the two dimensional case

u*(Ë,x): h(r(f,x))

where r is the distance between the two domain points ! and x.

The normal derivative of a* is defined as 4*:

q*(Ë'x) - ôu*(E'x)
' ôn(x)

where the derivative is taken with respective to variable x.

The solution can be expressed as[l]:

a 1ú u(å) : !(*W-ai? ;e,.,) r, ir

(2.r12)

(2.113)

:1 [Ëçf e.n4):2 if 6 e ç¿

(2.rrs)

where I is the boundary of the domain O; I is the point of interest while x is the point on the

boundary for the line integration.

The boundary is discretized into mboundary elements ôI; (i:1, 2, ... , m) witha total of N

nodes. On element ôf¡ the unknown function ø is approximated by interpolation with the

values at the nodes:

":1Q,, e) u¡o

k

where þ r (I) is the shape function (basis function) at the frth node of lth element, / is the local

coordinate of the element. A constant element has one node and its shape function equals to I .

A linear element has two nodes and its shape functions are linear functions of /. A quadratic

element has three nodes and its shape functions are quadratic functions of /.

All these elements can only guarantee the continuity of the unknown function itself at most.

The derivative of the unknown function will not be continuous. This is a big drawback.

If spline function is used both the unknown function and its derivative will be continuous

along the boundary, which would also enhance the accuracy of the method.
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S 2 .7 .l Spline Function

Let's consider the third order spline function s(l) on a closed boundary l¿.

Let [0, b]be a given interval which is divided into n smaller intervals:

0 : /l < 12< .. .1 ln1 In+t : b

where / is the local coordinate on the boundary curve (the distance to node 1 measured along

the positive direction of the boundary curve). Since the boundary is closed node z+1 coincide

with node 1. In other words, a function defined on the interval [0, b] is a periodical function

with a cycle of b.

The spline function satisfies two constrains:

(1) s(l) is a third order polynomial on each interval ll¡,l¡*i ( i:\,2, ... , n)

(2) s(l), s'(I) and s"(/¡ are continuous at each node t¡ ( i:1,2, ... , ft).
Letf¡,m¡bethevaluesofthefunctionanditsderivativeatnode i(i:1,2,...,n).IfbothJ andm¡

are known, the spline function s(l) can be determined:

sØ : 3 e¡*t - I)2U - t ¡ - !1 
U - ti )2(t¡*t - I)nî ní

*þAur- D2e(t- t¡) + h¡l-f6A- D2[zei+t- t) + h¡]
(2.rt7)

h¡:l¡*t-l¡ i:1,2, .. .,n

If we differentiate (2.117) twice and apply constrain (2) we will obtain a set of nlinear

equations:

(2.118)

(2.r16)

(2.1te)

BrM*: CrF*

,rlH

,rl'a (2.r20)

where B and C are nxn matrices and B is not singular. Therefore mi canbe expressed in terms

offr,
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M¡r: A¡F¡, where &: \rtCr e.lz|)

*, : 
¿tÍi'f, 

(i: r,2, .. .,n) (2.122)

For the whole boundary:

Pj[:* f[1] ^11 Qr23,

L/

Let q : ff ^"d 
1 : #. The relarionship n (2.123)is valid for borh u-r1 and, q-.,t.

ç 2 .7 .2 Spline Function in Boundary Element Method

Now let E : x¡, where x¡ (i:1,2,... ,1Ð is the lth node on the boundary. After carrying out

the integration of (2.114) on each element with the unknown u andq approximated by their

nodal values using (2.117), we will obtain a set of linear equations:

NN
ltu¡ : > t sÍ?qj * sÍ?t¡) - > @5?"¡ * nff)ni) (i : r,2,.. .,/Ð (2.t24)

j:r j:r
or in a matrix form

"l:.] : " l?.)a 
6 Ø, 

[y.)- 
¡1(u, 

H- 
Hç, 

IH 
Q r 2s,

Eliminating î and À using (2.123):

"f:.] :*'' aç(A,¡,[:!.] , rtu,+n('ÐA,[:r] ,2126,

Now we have N equations and 2N unknowns. If half of the boundary conditions

( ui, q¡ i : 1,2, .. .,N ) are specified, another half can be found by solving (2.126) and

the solutions in the domain can be calculated thereafter using (2.114).
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ç 2 .7 .3 Numerical Examples

The algorithm was tested using the

single conductor to ground model show

in Fig.2 . 6 . The conductor height is

200cm and the conductor voltage (V6)

is 200V. The ratios of R/h is varied

between 0.001 to 0.5 with the

corresponding values of R from 0.2cm

to 100cm. The larger the ratio the more

non-uniform the field strength on the

conductor surface (refer toFig.Z .7 ).

The exact solution can be found by the method of image:

Fig.2.6 Conductor model

tnl(h+ IÐlRl

Vo

lnl(fr+ IÐ/R]

(*år)
(mffi)

VsEr(x,y):

Er(x,l):

n:J*.*e,
where

The approximate electrical field strengths on the conductor surface are calculated using

boundary element method with spline elements and polynomial elements. Polynomials of

degree 3 are used with the polynomial elements. The number of nodes on the conductor

surface is 12 for all but one cases (refer toEig.2 .lZ).

Comparisons of the numerical results for the spline and polynomial elements are shown in

Fig.2.7 toFig.2. 12 . Relative errors are used for comparison purposes:

h- conductor height
R - conductor radius

h:200cm
Vo:200Y

(2.r27)

(2.r28)

(2.r29)

(2.r30)

(2.r3r)

(2.r32)

rlt@,y):l*+O-IÐ2

dz@,y):l*+0+IÐ2
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(maximum error) roryno^¡ot

(maximum eruor)rr¡¡n,

E^u*

E-in

0.00r 0.010 0.100 0.500

The ratio of R/h

Fig.2 .7 Maximum error and field non-uniformity

error:(' W) *,00,r,,

R
-:0.5h
E^*_: -t
Emin

(2.t33)

I

2.5

1.5

,l
2.s]

,1

r.s]

,:1
0

C)¡
rq
€
à0

d)
t<

V)

C)

iri
o
!€()
c)

rIì 60 120 180 240 300 360

The angle on the conductor surface, 0

Fig.2 .8 Electrical Field on the conductor surface in terms of 0

It can be observed from the results that:

1) the more non-uniform the field on the conductor surface the more accurate the results
of the spline element algorithm compared with that of the polynomial elements
(Fig.z. 9 and Fig.2 . 10 );

2) errors for spline elements are more evenly distributed (Fig.z. 11 and Fig.Z .l2);
3) approximately I 8 nodes are needed (50Vo more) if polynomial elements are to achieve

the same accuracy as spline elements (Fig.Z . 12)
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Spline

- Polynomial

- Polynomial (18 nodes)

,t/----¿/-.-¿

-\----

R\
-:0.5 \ ,'h .J

/'\-;

\,

0 60 t20 180 240 300 360

The angle on the conductor surface, 0

Fig.2 .12 Relative enor(Vo) in terms of 0

g 2 .7 .4 Conclusion

With spline interpolation, a closed boundary is considered to be one big boundary element. A

closed boundary can consist of more than one curves/lines therefore the method is generally

applicable.

Spline element provides superior performance over conventional boundary elements. It
guarantees the continuities of the unknown function as well its first and second derivatives

along the boundary. It also enhances the accuracy of the boundary element method.

$ 2.8 Integration of Functions with Singularity in BEM*

In boundary element method, we almost always have to integrate functions with

singularities. The treatment of singularity is not particularly difñcult for a line integration.

Therefore we will focus on area integrations.

For a two dimensional Poisson's equation, we have to calculate the following integrations:

Ir: Ilrogç*,,r,,x,y))f(x,y)dxdy (2.134)

ôa

\e
troli
¡-r
o)
()

($
()
ú

0.5

0.4

0.3

0.2

0.1

0

-o.1

4.2

-o.3.
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r,:llY^*,,,t*v
ðO

þ : ¡ [ 
aln?(x¡,y¡,x,y))] 

fl*,y)ttxdy- JJ ðy¡
ôa

(2.135\

(2.136)

(2.t38)

(2.t39)

where r(x¡,y¡,x,y) is the distance between the point of interest (x¡,y) and the point of

integration (x,y) : f(x, y) is a given function without singularity. All of the above integrals

have a singularity at (x¡,y) if the point (x¡,y¡) is in the domain of integration ôe.

It is very difficult to find these integrations in closed forms. Even if it is possible the closed

forms are usually too complicated to be numerically effrcient. Therefore it is desirable to

perform these singular double integrations by certain numerical method.

$ 2 .8 .1 The Elimination of Singutarity

Numerical formula for integrating a function with singularity in a two dimensional area is not

easy to develop. However if we can remove the singularity of the integral, well-established

formulas, e.g, Gaussian quadrature formulasl3J, can be used.

First we divide the area in the vicinity of the singularity into small triangles ( refer to

Fig.2 . 13 ) so that the singular point (x¡, y) is one of the vertex of the triangles.

Then we make the following coordinate transformation (local polar coordinate):

x:xi+rcos(O) !: J¡+ rsin(0) dxdy : rdrd9 (2.137)

After simplification we will have:

,, :'!"['f""u, nr,,e>d]ae

,, :'!"[f'"",r, nr,,e>a)ae

I, :'!"['f',*,r, nv,e¡¿)¿e
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where

h(r,O) : flx¡+ rcos(0),y; + rsin(0))

and r: Ke) is the equation for line

Ãtr.

Thus singularities are removed from

integrations 12 and 13 and the nth order

Gaussian quadrature formulal can be

used for numerical integration:

e:e@:0o+(06-0)r
r : l(0)t

Fig.2 .13 A triangular area

I
1n
I srt>at
'o k:'

First we make the following coordinate transformations:

d0: (0ø-î")dt
dr: t(0)dt

(2.t4r)

(2.r42)

(2.t43)

(2.141)

The integration 12 can then be expressed in the following numerical form using (2.I4I):

n (n I
12 : (0ø-eà> l)cos(O(z)) h(t(0(r)t¡,0(r¡)) t(O(t¡)t¡) *¡l*, e.r44)

;:t (7:1 " 

)
where r¡:li e: l,n) û: l¡ (i : I,n) (2.t45)

Similarly, for 13 we have:

13 - (0ø-t^Ð,[Ért,rn )) h(t(e@ùû,vtù) Ke@)û) 1-, e.146)

Integration 1,¡ now has a removeable singularity and it still needs some special treatment. The

nth order Gaussian quadrature formula for logarithmic singularity is used:

I

I roç,¡rç,¡0, - i s¡,tÐø r,tn o:t

1. The original formula in reference [] is given for the interval of [-1, 1] and can be easily transformed
for the interval of [0,1].

O'( x¡,y¡ )
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Using the same coordinate transformations and the integration formula (2.147) for

0 :0¡:0(rù:

l(o¡) Irr
J rnØ h(r,0)dr: 

J 
,ft¡ t tn(t(?ùt) h(t(0¡)t,0ù Keù dt

00
T

: -rlitn(t)t h(t('¡)t,0¡) rtt +tn(t(')r'l orrr,u,r, , 
4

:,rr,r,l\Lnrf)# h(t(e )li, 0 ¡)a ¡ + tn(t(o ù) i oçç, ¡,,, r r,, I
where ìf:Ati (j:r,n)
Using (2.141) and substitutng ei with 0(t¡) yields the numerical integration scheme for 11:

I1 : (06-0", f 
{*,o,'(;,*rrr' 

h(t(0(r¡))ti,0(c,))ot,+rn(/(d('))) ir14rç,¡,,,rnr,,*,)1,,

(2.148)

$ 2.8.2 Conclusion

Using a local polar coordinate system in performing two dimensional integration with

singularity can effectively remove/weaken the singularity, resulting a more accurate and

efficient numerical integration scheme.

Similar approach can be used in integrating functions with singularity in three dimensional

domains using local spherical coordinate.
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CHAPTER 3

MODEL GEOMETRY AND
PARAMETERS

$ 3.1 Mesh Structure

In order to solve Poisson's equation, the domain of interest must be divided into small areas

for carrying out the two dimensional integration associated with the boundary element

method. Besides the space charge densities are unknown functions defined on the domain,

therefore the two dimensional discretization is also required for the space charge update. The

mesh sttuctures are also used fornumerical differentiations of the electric field strength and

the space charge densities.

Assume that the ground lies at y : 0 . Theoretically the space charge densities are defined for

y > 0 which is an open area without boundary. Practically, space charge densities at

locations far away from the conductors are diminishingly small. The available measured data

suggest the following relationship:

10x.-.P
where ø is a constant and a>2; r is the distance to thecenterof the conductorand ris
sufficiently large.

Therefore a limited domain is used for the numerical analysis. In our study a rectangular

domain is used. The size of the domain is chosen such that difference of the numerical results

corresponding to two different domain sizes is smaller than a given value.

(3.1)
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From our calculations, the results would be sufficiently accurate if the distance from the

boundary to any conductor is 3 to 5 times of the conductor height.

$ 3 .1 .1 Mesh Structure near a Conductor (Inner Mesh)

The mesh near a conductor consists of a serial of rings with equal number of nodes on each

ring(Fig.3 . 1 ). The distances d¡ betweenthe ring #l andrng#(i+/) increase exponentially:

ù:d
d¡*t: rd¡ for i > I

The number of nodes on each ring is chosen tobe 12.

(3.2)

(3.3)

Fig.3 . i Grid Structure near a Conductor

$ 3 .1 .2 Mesh Structure away from the Conductor (Outer Mesh)

The mesh for most parts of the domain consists of rectangles of different sizes (Fig.3 . 2 ).

The element containing the conductor (and the inner mesh) is a square of h x h. The
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dimensions of the rectangles also increase exponentially as the rectangles are away from the

conductor. However the dimensions of the rectangles near the boundary of the domain

remain tobe h so that the spline interpolations along the x or y directions, and therefore the

numerical differentiation, would be more accurate.

Fig.3 . 2 Grid Structure near a Conductor

frrh

rjrh

4'

rl,h

Êrh ' rX,h| trht 1rh' ,o
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For both the inner mesh and the outer mesh, the mesh sizes increase as the distances between

the meshes and the conductor increases. This is based on the fact that the rates of changes of

the electrical field and ion current density decrease as the distance to the conductor increases.

$ 3.2 Equivalent Single Conductor

In our calculation, only single conductor models are used for both unipolar and bipolar lines

although the algorithms can accommodate bundle conductors with some modification.

In comparing the numerical results with the measured data obtained with bundle conductors,

an equivalent single conductor is used. The average space charge free electric field strength

on the conductor surface is calculated by boundary element method for the bundle

conductors without corona. The radius of the equivalent single conductor is chosen such that

its average space charge free electric field strength on the conductor surface is equal to that of

the bundle conductor.

$3.3 Corona Onset Electric Field Strength and Surface Factor

The corona onset electric field strength is given by Peek's formula,

(3.4)

where, E is the corona onset gradient (electric field strength) in kV/cm, r is the conductor

radius in cm and m is the conductor surface irregularity (smoothness or roughness) factor.

The value of mranges from about 0.5 to 0.7 and it depends on the smoothness, cleanness of

the conductor and the weather conditions as well as the severity of pollution.

In the numerical analysis of the electric field, the modelling of a rough conductor requires a

great amount of calculation. Therefore a perfectly smooth conductor is assumed and the

roughness of the conductor is simulated by reducing the radius of the conductor. Let's

n,: zo*(t +
0.301

,l r
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suppose that the onset gradient of a HVDC transmission line is l5kV/cm and the onset

conductor voltage is 400kV for a conductor with a roughness factor of 0.6. Since in the

numerical analysis the conductor is perfectly smooth, the surface gradient is smaller than

l5kV/cm. Consequently there will be no corona at 400kV. Therefore the radius of the

conductor model is reduced to such a value that its averagespace charge free gradient on the

conductor surface is l5kV/cm when the conductor voltage is 400kV.
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CHAPTER 4

THE METHOD OF IMAGINARY
CONDUCTANCE

From the discussions in Chapter 1 we could conclude that a global and direct space charge

update algorithm would have better performance. The proposed new space charge update

algorithm described in this chapter is one step towards that goal. The new algorithm is based

on Boundary Element Method (BEM). The new algorithm takes an entirely different

approach to update the space charge density during the iteration process. It has very good

convergence. It can take into accounts the effects of wind. The ion mobilities do not have to

be constants.

$ 4.1 FormulatÍon

For simplicity positive unipolar corona is used for the presentation. The basic equations

describing the problem are:

y2u:_q/e

E: _YU

j :q( kE+w )

v. j:o
V.w :0

Here w is required to satisfy the curl-free condition:

(4.r)

(4.2)

(4.3)

(4.4)

(4.s)
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Vxw:0
From (4.2),wehave:

VxE:O
Using the vector identity:

Vx(vA):(Vv)xA+u(VxA)
The curl of j is found to be:

Vxi:Vx(nfo"**))
: (Vq) x (frE + w ) *a(V x (frE * * ))

:(Vp)x(frE+w)

E¡ : _YQ

j : yE;+gw

YE¡ : ltpE

If

vy .E¡: o

which means 7 has the same value on every field lines of E;, then:

If V x j istobezero,wemusthaveeither Ve : 0 or (Vg) x (kE + w ) : 0.Inthefirst

case, I must be a constant in the entire space, which is not true. In the second case, assuming

w:0,then Vp mustbeparalleltoE, i.e.parallel toYu,whichmeans g musthavethesame

value on each equipotential line of the electric field E. We know that the ground is an

equipotential line, thus g must be a constant on the ground, which is not realistic except for

very weak corona.

Thus generally speaking, V x j ;¿ 0. Therefore the ionic current field can not be

expressed as i : -Vø , i.e., the ionic current can not possibly be generated by any kind of

potentials.

We can assume, however, that the ion current is produced by wind and an imaginary

electrical lield Q, Ej ir a media with nonhomogeneous conductivity y(x,y) , i.e.:

(4.6)

(4.7)

(4.8)

(4.e)

(4.10)

(4.rr)

(4.r2)

(4.t3)
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V.j:Y.(yF,¡ +qw)
: Vy-E¡ + y V.E;+ Vq .w + gV.w

: T Y.Ej + Vg.w :0
v'ø : Yq .w /y

If Q , Q , w and 7 satisfy (4.I5), the divergence ofj will be zero as required. From (4. 1 5) it is

clear that if 7 on the conductor surface is known, its values in the domain are determined.

If E, E7 md y are known g can be found by (4.12):

(4.r4)

(4.1s)

(4.t6)

(4.r7)

E.(,tAE -yE¡ ) :0

The algorithm implicitly uses the Deutsch's first assumption for the case without wind but

not for the case with wind. Readers may think that it also implies Deutsch's second

assumption. Actually this is not the case. Although y is assumed to be a constant on any of

the field lines of E¡j, current continuity equation V. j:0 leads to

y Y 'E; + Vq 'w : 0 which has a non-zero solutionfor y unlike the Deustch's second

assumption.

s4.2 Iteration Procedure

STEP(O) Initial suess of o

Although an uniform distribution could be assumed for g , the one which is closer to the

actual g would certainly speed up the iteration. The following distribution of A is

suggested for better performance:

Q@,v) 

ffiv@,v)
(4.18)

where å is the height of the conductor; e. is the maximum value of g and is to be

determined in STEP(l). The initial guess of 7 is given by:
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yo (x,y) :A.",,( ry") + t - A (4.te)

whereÁ is a constantranging from 0 to

1. 0 is called the originating angle. d

at point Q $eeFig.4 .1 ) is 0 and it

increases counter-<lockwise. Each and

every point on the same streamline of

E; has the same 7 as the point on the

conductor.

When there is wind, the following

formula is used instead:

conductor surface

0 - originating angle

Fig.4. I Definition of 0

(4.20)

B is related with the wind speed, and is adjusted automatically by the program.

STEP(I) Find E in the domain and determine p*

Boundary Element Method is used to solve (4.1)-(4.2) for E. The solution consists of two

parts, one caused by the applied voltage on the conductor, and the other by space charge g .

The second part is proportional to g*, the maximum value of g . The maximum space

charge density Q. is chosen such that either the maximum or the average value of electric

field strength on the conductor surface is equal to the corona onset electric field strength Ë'".

This approach places more weight on the shape of p and at the same time by making the

maximum or average electric field strength equal to E, it restricts the magnitude of q .

Therefore it would make the algorithm converge faster.

STEP(2) Adiustins v
JAt

An effect of space charge is to reduce the electric field strength on the conductor surface.

Therefore 7(0) should be increased if the electric field strength at the corresponding point is

larger than E, and decreased if otherwise because q is proportion al to y :

yo (x,y) : A r"r'( ry) + | - A+ B sin(g(x,y))
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r,,*(o >:r"rfr'."(+))
STEP(3) Uodate sDace charse o

Setup the boundary condition of (4.15) by the following formula:

0<ø<1 (4.2r)

(4.22)

(4.23)

(4.24)

where subscript r¿ stands for the normal component of a vector. E7 is then found by solving

(4.10) and (a.15) by boundary element method, and pnr* is given by:

keE,
Þtrl -- 

Tne,

Tnr*E¡'E
q̂new - kE.E

D.FF. lryr
L ì1""

and j given by @.3).

STEP(4) Convergence check

Check the differences of some or all the variable between two consecutive iterations. The

difference is defined:

whereNis the total number of nodes, and i denotes the ith node. The variables to be checked

are: E,j, Q t Q* > T ¡ u.RepeatSTEP(1)-STEP(4) until all thedifferences definedby (4.24)

are smaller than tol, the required tolerance.

$ 4.3 Calculated Results

In our calculation the conductor radius is assumed 0.25 cm; its height is 200 cm; ion mobility

is 1.4 cm2lvs; the corona onset voltage and field strength are 82.9 kV and 45.05 kV/cm

respectively. The wind velocity is w:8 rnls. These parameters are the same as in t391.

The convergence of the algorithm is good. In the case of no-wind it usually takes about 5 to 6

iterations forthe algorithm to converge (tol is taken as IVo,Fig.  .2-Fig.4. 3 ); while with
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wind it takes 8 to 9 iterations. If a uniform space charge distribution is taken as the initial

guess of I , it only takes one or two more iterations for the algorithm to converge.

r2345678
iteration times

Fig.4.2Current density per unit conductor length (J) and maximum space charge
density on the conductor ( g,nu* ) with respect to iteration times

\1\ir.!
.1

\1'. I\t
\,1
rt /'-

- DIFF E

DrFF_p

t2345678

Fig.4. 3 Dm''¡ with respect to iteration times

The results without wind show a very good agreement with the measurements done by

Masanori Hara, etc[39]. The relationship of line corona cunent per unit length and applied

conductor voltage(Fig.4 .4) is very similar to that of Reference[39].
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Fig.4 . 4 Current Density per Unit Conductor Length(pA/m)

The profiles of current density, electric field and space charge density at ground level are

show in Fig.4 .5 -Fig.4. 7 . These profîles are not noticeably dependent on conductor

voltage and can be approximated by the following equation:

Fm TT;,./;fY
(4.2s)

whereFcanrepresentE,ulorg iF",isthemaximumvalueatthegroundlevel;a isaconstant

with the value of 1.85, 0.69 and 1.16 for J, E and g respectively. In t39l the corresponding

values of a for./ and E are2.04 and 0.78 respectively.

When there is wind the ground level profiles of./, E and p directly below the conductor all

shiftinthedirectionof windßig.4.5-Fig.4.7 ). Thetotal current(Fig.4.4)increasesas

reported in [39]. The effect of wind on the profile of current density is the strongest and on

that of the electric field is the weakest.

F

w:8 m/s

w:0 m/s
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The relationships between maximum electric field strength, current density and space charge

density on the ground and the applied conductor voltage are shown in Fig.4. 8 -Fig.4 . 10 .

These figures show that after corona onset the current density increases gradually while the

electric field strength and space charge density increase abruptly. When the conductor

ELmax
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20015050 300
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voltage U is above corona onset voltage, the ion current density per unit conductor length

increases approximately parabolicly. When U is about 50Vo above the onset value, the

maximum space charge density and electrical field strength on the ground increases

approximately linearly.
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CHAPTER 4 THE METHOD OF IMAGINARY CONDUCTANCE

$ 4.4 Conclusions

The new algorithm is effective in the simulation of HVDC corona with the presence of wind.

The convergence of the algorithm is very good. The algorithm converges even for a uniform

initial space charge distribution. A variable mobility can be used in the algorithm, which

makes it possible to investigate the effects of other parameters such as humidity and pollution

on the corona.

Existing Problems

With wind the ion current per unit conductor would increase noticeably if a proper value of B

n (4.20) is given. The value should be selÈadjustable by the program. From the calculated

results there are reasons to believe that the value of B should be adjusted such that the angular

differences between Ey and E are minimized.

The following is suggested for future work:

1) The algorithm should be tested in a bipolar geometry with and without wind.

2) A criteria should be developed to adjust the value of B in (4.20).

3) studies should be continued on finding j more accurately and efficiently.
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CHAPTER 5

THE METHOD OF AUXILIARY
POISSON'S EQUATIONS

In this chapter we also use positive unipolar corona as an example to illustrate the algorithm.

$ 5.1 Theoretical Formulations

The positive unipolar HVDC corona problem in the presence of wind is

following equations:

Yzu: -g/e
E: _YA

j :e( kE+w )

v. j :o
V.w :0

The auxiliary Poisson Equation

From (5.1)-(5.5):

described by the

(s.1)

(s.2)

(s.3)

(s.4)

(s.s)

v. j :0 (s.6)

-V. j : V.lp(kVu-w)l

: Vq.(kYu-w ) +qV.(kYu - w )

: fr(Vp .Yu + QYzu)- Vq . w : 0

Using the identity:
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we have:

Yu .Ys : |(o'r*) - eyzu - urrn)

o(ïrr'<*) - QY2u -,YzQt. n',)- vp . w : o

Yz(up) : - (n'.- uY'Q -ir, -) (s.8)

Y'(up): (*-uY'e-;*-) (s.e)

Let us define two auxiliary field variablesl, and ô noting thaú," canbe thought of as a kind

of potential with ô as its "space charge":

l(x,y) : ue

ô(x,y) - -Q' -rvzq-lvp.*€K
Then Poisson equation for ,i. gives:

Y2).(x,y): -ô(x,y)
This auxiliary Poisson equation can be used during the iterations to update space charge

densities.

Space Charge Update

The process of finding the new space charge density function during the iterations based on

the current knowledge of the field variables is called space charge update.

If we can find the values of the auxiliary potential zi in the domain by a method other thanu

timesg we can find the new space charge by dividing A by u. This can be done using the

auxiliary Poisson equation.

The boundary conditions for À are taken as the product of the most recent values of ø and g :

A:up (s.13)

Thesourcevaluesô(x,y) arecalculatedusingthemostrecentvalues of uand. p by(5.11).

The gradients of /, on the ground level are then found by boundary element method. The new

(s.1)

(s.10)

(s.11)

(s.12)
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space charge densities on the ground level can be calculated using the following

relationship(notice that u:0 on the ground):

V":V(up) : uYQ + pYu : eYu

Qn^": 
I v)" I

"- lvul
The space charge densities have two components. One is due to the potential

conductor and the other is due to the "space charge" ô as indicated by the

equation:

(s.14)

Â on the

following

(s.16)

(s.r7)

(s.18)

(s.1e)

8:8¿+8ð (s.1s)

In order to speed up the convergence, the values /, on the conductor are modified by a

multiplying constant Ktr . Therefore the current densities on the conductor and ground will

be:

Jcond:

isrnd:

K¿ is chosen in such a

entering the ground:

Qn": A/u

At the ground where u:0, (5.14) is used instead.

$ s.2 Iteration Procedure

STEP(O) Initial estimation of space charge density

a distribution given as:

+I
grnd

I
cond

(K¡q')@E + w )

(K;p+ AôXfrE+w )

way that the current leaving the conductor is equal to the current

iron¿' dl isrn¿' dl : 0

After the above modification the values of ,t in the domain are calculated using boundary

element method. The new space charge density g can be found by (5.I2). If ø is not zero:
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Q*e@,y):
tt + (* + þ- D\/h212

(s.20)

where å is the conductor height and Qyis a constant to be determined.

STEP(I) Calculate the elecnic potential ø and field strength E from (5.1) and (5.2) with the

known conductor potential U and space charge density g .At the same time determine

Quby making E on the conductor surface equal to the corona onset electric field strength

Ec.

STEP(2)Calculate the boundary condition of ,1. and the values of ô in the domain using

the most recent values of u and g . Solve (5.12) for YA at the ground.

STEP(3) Modify the boundary conditions of .l by (5.16)-(5.18). Then calculate the values

of À in the domain by boundary element method.

STEP(4) Update space charge density. The new space charge density g can be found by

(5.10). If z is not zero:

Qn'* : A/u

On the ground where u:0, úte following relationship is used:

(s.2t)

tvlt
Q ne'¡v : lYul (s.22)

STEPCí) Convergence check. If the differences of iteration variables (Q , e*, E) between

two consecutive iterations are smaller than a given tolerance an d Qyand K1 also approach

1, exit the iteration. If otherwise, go to STEP (1).

$ s.3 Calculated Results

Results have been calculated for a conductor model 0.25cmin radius placed 200cm above

ground. Positive corona was considered. Ion mobility is taken as 1.4 cm2lvs. The corona

onset field strength E is 45.05kV/cm. Corona onset voltage is 82.9kV. V/e selected this

model because there are published data obtained by measurements [39]. These parameters

are the same as used in [39] and the previous chapter.

It takes about 1 0 iterations for the algorithm to converge (with toleran ce of LVo). The results

are shown in Fig.5 . 1 -Fig.5 . 4.

Qt
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In our calculation the wind velocity is assumed to be a constant everywhere in the space

while in the measurement of [39] wind velocity at different locations in space were not the

same.

All the results (Fig.S . 1 -Fig.5 . 4 ) show good agreement with the measurements of t39l

(refer to Fig.5 and Fig.6 for comparisons) and the calculations in the previous chapter. The

convergence of the algorithm is very good even with strong wind. The algorithm converges

with wind velocities up to the tested value of l2mls (43kmlh). As a comparison when the

wind velocity is greater than 8n/s the algorithm of the previous chapter would become

non-convergent.

Conclusions

The new algorithm is effective in the simulation of HVDC corona in the presence of wind.

The convergence of the algorithm is very good.

The algorithm can beusedforthe calculation of ionized fields associated with bipolarHVDC

power transmission lines with some modifications.
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CHAPTER 6

THE IMPROVED METHOD OF
AUXILIARY POISSON'S EQUATIONS

In this chapter we will try to expand and modify the algorithm described in Chapter 5

bipolar HVDC power transmission lines.

$ 6 .1 The Auxiliary Poisson's Equations for space charge Densities

The basic equations describing the fields associated with bipolar HVDC power transmission

lines in the presence of corona and wind are:

Yzu: - (p* - p-) /e
E: _YU

j* :g*( ft+E+w )

j-:A1 fr-E-w )
. .¿
J : J' + J

v. j* : -Re*Q-/e

V'i- : RQ*Q-/,

v. j:o
V.w :0

From (6.2), (6.3) and (6.6):

(6.i)

(6.2)

(6.3)

(6.4)

(6.s)

(6.6)

(6.7)

(6.8)

(6.e)

-V.j*: V.[p+(k+Vø-w)]
: Vq* .(l{Yu- w) + q+V. 1fr*p+- w¡
: Æ*Vq* .Yu- Vg*.w + g+k+Y2u

: fr*(Vp .Yu + Q*Yzu)- Vg*.w: Re*e-/,
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Using the identity:

Y2(uv) : uY2v + vYzu + 2Yu.Yv
to eliminate Ve*.Vø , we have:

we have: 
o(*r'<*.) - )o.vzu - f,uv e* * e.vrr)- vq* . \ð, : Re*Q- / ,

o(*o'<**) +)e.yzo -|uve.) : *. . w + Rs+p- f e

therefore: v'(up*) : #(:r*q- + Vq* -) . uyzQ* - Q*y2,

using (6.1):

(6.10)

y2z-^+r z(n \
tz(w\ : i\:r*q-+ ve* *) . uYzQ*+q*(q* -q-)/e (6.11)

Similarly, for negative polarity:

y2(,p-) : i(å.O +vp- -) . ,y2e-+q*(q* -q)/e (6.12)

Equations(6.11)and(6.12)aretheequivalentof(5.9)inChapter 5.Howeverinthecaseof

bipolar lines, the electric fields strength on the ground Er(x)has azero somewhere between

the two poles while in the case of unipolar Er(x) is always non-zero. If we use the same

approach as in Chapter 5 , the following equation is to be used to calculate g+ org- :

Qnew:# (6.13)

The zero of Et(x) will cause problems especially when the zeros of Er(x) and V(ap) do not

coincide.

Hence other equations should be pursued. Rearranging (6.11):

uy2Q* : vr(w*) - r:r(+nr- + vq* -) - q*(q* - s)/e (6.14)

Expanding the term V'(ug*) using (6.10):
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r
uYzQ* : - l- uYzp* +2

L

For negative polarity:

(" on.+p*(q* -q-)/e .irïnn-+ vq+ r 
) ]

(6.1s)

\1
uy,Q- 

f 
uvrQ-., (".vq- +q-(q* -q)/e -irïnr-+ vo- , 

) ] ..,"
Substituting z with u+ u+ and u + ø- (where u+ and u- are arbitrary functions satisfying

Y2u* :Yzu- :0 ), we will have Poisson's equations for g+ andçr- :

Ve* :- (- o'n. .; * t (E-vu+). vs++q*(q*-q- r/, .#r+q*e-* ve*. w),) fu.rrl

Vq- :- (-oO- .# r (E- yu).yp-+p-(s*-q-) rc - lr|n*p-+vq- *,,) (6.1s)

The functions r¿+ and t are chosen such that u + r¿* and u + rf arenon-zero in the entire

domain.Thesimplestchoices,thoughmaynotbethebest, aÍe t¿*: ufi and u-: uo,where

U$ and Us areconstants.

If the most recent values of the field variables are used to calculate the right sides of (6.17)

and (6.18), the two equations can be used to find the new space charge densities:

v'0. = -(-*n ,,* j¡rt E.¡¿.yp)¡¿+q;ay;Ia-e"à/, .f,Çex,e.u+yela. *) r) (6.19)

I z lR \\zq- = - (- *nr,, * ;_ ,ut E.¡¿ .yq;, + p.a@Iu- Qià/, - ¡Çe:,æ"a 
+yeiu. *)f 

) 6.20)

$ 6.2 Boundary Conditions for Space Charge Densities

During the space charge update, the space charge densities on the boundaries also have to be

modified. The modification of boundary conditions for p+ and g- is very important

according past experience.

From (6.17) and (6.18) it can be seen that on convergence the second term should approach

zero, i.e.:

E. Vq*+q*(q* - p)/e.fÇn.n-+ Vs+ . w) : 0
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(6.22)

These two equations are equivalent to (6.6) and (6.1) 
- the continuity equations of ion

current densities.

E.vq- + q-(q* -q-)/e -irÏnr-+ vs-.w) : 0

$ 6.2.1 Dirichlet Boundary CondÍtions

Equations (6.2I) nd (6.22) can be rearranged in the following way:

s*(q* -e)/e *#or.n ( Eor.yeIa*fvs;^.* ¡

p-(s* -p-)/e -#on.n ( Eou.va;a-+YQou.w )

Q nrr: Q 6¡¿+ òg

ôe : g(q,u2,Et,Ez,E, )

The old values are the most recent values of the corresponding field variables. Therefore the

right sides of the above two equations are known. These non-linear algebraic equations can

be solved to provide the Dirichlet boundary conditions for Poisson's equations (6.19) and

(6.20).

Another way of update the boundary conditions is to modify them according to the

differences in field variables in the last two iterations (as discussed in Section | .2 .4):

(6.23)

(6.24)

(6.2s)

(6.26)

ç 6 .2 .2 Robin Boundary Conditions

Notethatontheboundary E.Vg : + m#, where ff irrhenormalderivariveof p on

the boundary. Rearranglrr'g (6.21) and (6.22):

rnr(r #r.p*@k¿-s"ò/e 
: -#(Ïn or,r*vq;,, *) 6.27)

rnr( r #,. a<atru- qãu)/e : #(:rr,*;, *vs;,..*) 6.28)

These are the Robin boundary conditions for Poisson's equations (6.19) and (6.20).
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$ 6.3 The Boundary Element Formulation for uYzp : -flx,y)

The partial differential equation to be solved is:

uYze : -f
where u : u(x,y) and f : flx,l) are known functions.

l("o'n*/)ro 
r dÇt : Ir^, rse + 

Ir^r)y2qde 
:0 (6.30)

oç¿a
,------------.---

r:J@-x¡)2+0-y¡)2
where Q is the domain of interest and f is the boundary of the domain; (x¡,y¡) is a domain

point and x, y are integration variables.

Using the following identity,

(6.2e)

(6.31)

ln 
o', cte : 

[("* 
t,)* + 

lvv2u 
da 6s2)

the second term in equation (6.30) can be expanded:

I

l<,t',)Y2Q 
de : Iþ"nY-u'aînA T\

-)^ * 
lev'øtnr) rte (6.33)

Using identity (6.10), the last term in the above equation can be expanded further:

lev'øtnr)dQ 
: 

In("r'(lnr) 
+ tnr Yza+zYu.V(ln O)aa Gs4)

aa
Note that:

[ ,pv'çtor)dl: (2aø) u(x¡,y¡) Q(x¡,y¡) " 
: [ ' . 

if (x¡,v¡) in Ç2 (6.35)

å I't' ir (x¡,v¡) on t
Thus from (6.30), (6.33)-(6.35):

2a,n u¡q¡ . Iþrr,r#-u'uT"n) ^ 
: - Irr^r 

+tnryzu+2yu. vlrnr))da 6s6)
lO

This is similar to the boundary element formulation for Poisson's equation.
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$ 6.4 The ImplicatÍons of the Auxiliary Poisson's Equations

Using (6.3), (6.6) and (6.4), (6.7), equations (6.19) and (6.20) can be re-writren as:

(6.38)

It can be seen that the new space charge densities are modified according to the current

continuity equations (6.6) and (6.7). The initial space charge densities will produce an

electric field E and current densities j* and j- . However the current densities j* and j-
usually do not satisfy the quasi-static continuity equation (the current continuity is

guaranteed since there are other terms during transient- 4 ^d 
g).The "residuals" ofdt dt'

the continuity equations contribute to the right sides of the auxiliary Poisson's equations.

Upon convergence the "residuals" will be so small compared with V2q+ and V2p- that their

effects can be ignored.

Therefore from algorithmic point of view, the terms 

=;r= 
^¿ , .* may be

(u + U[)k* (u + Uùk

replaced by other functions:

(6.3e)v2q* : -(-*nfr+ ø+(v . jit¿+inùorø)

(6.37)

(6.40)v2e-:- (-v'., ¡¿+a-(Y i;^ -le;,oo>)

where a* and a- are function of (x,y).

$ 6.5 Future Work

The algorithm proposed in this Chapter is very promising.
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.However difficulties do exist:

1) The proper modification of boundary conditions play a very important role in the

convergence of the algorithm.

2) The functions a+ and a- also directly affect the convergence of the algorithm. How

to chose the right functions a+ and a- needs further research.

3) The algorithm for differentiating a function must guarantee accuracy even if there is

error in the function values. Higher order formula will have higher accuracy when the

function values at the nodes are error-free but it leads to large errors when there are

errors in the function values. The same is true for the length of intervals between two

neighboring nodes. A smaller interval will produce higher accuracy when the

fi¡nction values are error-free but it will results in larger error when there are errors

in the function values. Smaller intervals will require a large amount of nodes in the

entire domain which dramatically increases the computation times

Future work should be focused on the above problems.
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CHAPTER 7

THE METHOD OF MINIMUM
DIVERGENCE

The methods described in this chapter are based on the continuity equations. The ideas

behind the these approaches aro as follows: The electric field is first calculated with the initial

guess of the space charge distribution. The new space charge distributions must satis$ the

current continuity equations with the known electric field strength.

$ 7.1 Basic Equations

The basic equations describing the fields associated with bipolar HVDC power transmission

lines in the presence of corona and wind were stated in Chapter 6 , but for convenience will

be restated here:

Yzu: - (q* - q-) /e
E: -YU
j* :g*( Æ+E+w )

j- :e-( fr-E-w )
. .f

J : J' + J

v. j* : -Re*Q-/,

v. j- : RQ*Q-/,

v. j:o
V.w :0

(7.r)

(7.2)

(7.3)

(7.4)

(t.s)

(7.6)

(7.7)

(7.8)

(7.e)
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ç 7 .2 Integral Approach

The integral form of the current continuity equations are

/;. dr : - fiTnr ^ (7 10)

I,-": IIIn'r^ (7r,)

where c¿ is the area enclosed by a closed loop f; dl is a differential length and dA is a

differential area.

Substitutin g (7 .3) and Q .a) inro (7. 10) and (7. 1 1) we have:

[n.,0."+w).dr: IIln.n-oo (7.r2)
rO

lr-, or-w ).dr : I ITn"^ (i.t3)
ra

For unipolar corona, the right hand side of the equations are zeros.

In space charge updating, the following equations are used:

[ro.n."+q*w).dr+ IITn"dA:o (7.14)

TA

frun"-q-\ü).dr- [lir."^:, (7.rs)
J
TA

where q* and q- denotethe updated values (new values) of the space charge densities while

all the other variables are with their most recent values before the update (old values).

Equations (7.14) and (7.15) are called update continuity equations.

The domain of interests is divided into subdomains consisting of sector and rectangular

elements (Fig.7 . 1 and Fig.7 . 2 ). The updates are done on each subdomain separately

starting from the subdomains adjacent to the coronating conductor from which the space

charges originate. For simplicity only the update of positive space charge densities are

discussed in details in the following sections.
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S 7 .2 .1 Polar Coordinate System

The subdomains near the coronating conductors are of sector elements. A ring is the set of

elements enclosed by two circles as shown in Fig.7 . 1 (A). Assume that the number of nodes

on a circle is N then a layer has N elements and 2N nodes. A. layer is the set of elements

enclosed by two arcs as shown in Fig.7 . 1 (B). If the number of nodes on an arc is N then a

layer has N-1 elements and 2N nodes.

(A) Multi-ring subdomain

(C) a sector element

Multi-layer subdomain

Fig.l . 1 Sector Elements in Polar Coordinate System

On the lth element, the polar coordinate ( r , 0 ) is transformed into a local coordinate

(rt , Ë ) wherethecoordinate(0,0),(1,0),(1,1)and(0,1)correspondtonode ü,iz,isffidts
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respectively (Fig.1 . I ). The space charge density is then approximated by linear base

functions:

4

q* : >Q*Qt,Ðqïr
k:r

On element i, (7.I4) becomes:

(1.16)

J{ "É ørr,t,Ëtair)ts+s+w} o, . 
IJln.n-oo 

: o (7.r7)

(7.18)

Afterintegrating (7.I7) foralltheelementsofaring,wewillhaveNequationswith2Nnodal

values of as unknowns. If the values of the space charge on one of the circle are known, there

will only be N unknowns. However, the N equations is not sufficient for solving the N

unknowns since one of the equations is a linear combination of the rest N-1 equations. An

extra equation is needed.

The extra equation can be found by assuming a certain degree of smoothness of the solution

near a node. In implementation, the value of qf, is found by an interpolation fi¡nction based

on the values of the n nodes in the vicinity of node fr on the same circle:

å[t4qr,-qt:.
For multi-ring update, an equation similar to (7.18) should be added for each additional ring.

For single-layer and multi-layer update, similar approaches are used.

* 7 .2 .2 Rectangular Coordinate System

In this case, the rectangular subdomain consists of small rectangles of diflerent sizes as

shown in Fig.7 . 2 . lf the number of nodes in x and y direction arc N, and Ny, the subdomain

has N'Nn nodes and (N*-I)(Ny-I) elements which in turn generate (Nx-I)(Ny-I) lnear

independent equations. The values of q on any of the four sides of the subdomain can serve as

boundary condition. The boundary conditions eliminate either N" or Nn unknowns.
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Additional equations are obtained by interpolations tnx andlor y directions in the vicinity of

an interior node (a node which is not on the boundary of the rectangular subdomain).

v

Fig.7 .2 Rectangular Elements in Rectangular Coordinate System

$ 7.3 Weighted Residual Approach

The differential form of current continuity equations are:

V.(q+(fr*E**)) - 
!n*q- : o
e

V.(q-(rE-*)) * {n*q- : o
e

Expandthedivergenceoperator V. andnotethat V.E : (g*-g-)/e :

Vg+'(fr+E+w)+q*(q* -p-)/e - 4n*q- : O
e

Vq-.(trE-w)+q-(g* -q-)/e * åq*p- :0
e

Two sets of equations can be used in the space charge update:

Yq+ .(k+E+ w) + q*(e* - p-)/e - 
{ 

n*n- : O
e

(7.1e)

(7.20)

(7.2r)

(7.22)
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and

In the following discussion only the second set of equations are considered and only the

update for positive space charge is discussed in details. The implementation of update using

the second set of equations is similar.

Domain of interests is discretized into subdomains consisting of small elements with a total

of N nodes and the new space charge densities q* is approximated by a set of N base

functions at the node (an appropriate local coordinate ( rl , € ) is used),

V{ .(trL-w) + {@* -e)/e * åg*q- : 0
e

Vf -(k+E+w)+ q*(Q*-e)/e- 4n*n- : O
e

Ytr .(lrE-w) + {(e* -p-)/e * {q-A* : 0
e

N

q* : }ø,Qt,Ë)qi

I Ior'r,Ë)w¡Qt,ÐdA 
: o ( i: r,.. .,N )

Q¿

(7.24)

(7.2s)

(7.26)

(7.27)

(7.30)

i:1

where Q¡Ql,Ð is the base function at node I and the value of Q¡Q1,6) is 1 at node I and 0

everywhere else.

If q+ is substituted by the expression in(7.27), equation equation (7.25) is not satisfied and

there will be a residual:

Res(r¡,Ç): 
"(år,<,r,åÞt) 

.(fr+E+-). (Ëø ,ø,c>ør)re*-s-)/e - ïnn e.zs)\;i I
Res(r¡,$) * 0 (7.29)

Howeve¡ we could force the weighted residual equal to zero:

where W¡(q,E) istheweightfunctionand Q¿isthekthsubdomain.If wechosetheweight

function to be the base function at the node, then

I Io,,r,U)Ø¡(rt,ÐdA 
: o

ç¿k
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Integrating (1 .31) yields N homogeneous independent equations with N unknowns:

l?.'::,:r)l:] ^l::), (7.32)

Let'sassumethatthe nodalvalues of q+ atthefirst Mnodes (whereM<*M) areunknownin

the subdomain, re-arranging the above equation yields,

^'l!,] "lTt) (7.33)

(7.3s)

where A1 is the first M columns of matrix A, and A2 is the last N-M columns of matrix ,4.

Equation (7.33) has a least-square solution given by,

l:):-ØT,qù-,,Te,lT)
(7.34)

Starting from the subdomain adjacent to the coronating conductors, the new space charge

density q* canbe solved subdomain by subdomain.

The new space charge density { canbe solved in a similar way.

ç 7 .4 Iteration Procedure

STEP(O) Initial estimation of space charge density g . For faster convergence let us assume

the following distribution for each pole:

Q@,y) : Ok

where (xo, å) is the center of the conductor md Qr.is a constant to be determined.

STEP(I) Calculate the electric potential u and field strength E with the known conductor

potential U and space charge density p by boundary element method. At the same time
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determine Quby making the average value of E on the conductor surface equal to the

corona onset electric field strength E .

STEP(2,| Determine the values of the updated space charge density 4 on the conductor

surface. There are two choices:

1) the space charge distribution on the conductor surface remains unchanged during the

iterations:

q* : e* Q.36)

2) the space charge distribution on the conductor is modified by the difference between

the actual electric field strength E and the corona onset electric field strength E":

q*:U+(E/E,l-1)alq* Q37)

where a is a positive number.

STEP(3) Update space charge density by solving the discreti zed,integral fonn of the update

continuity equations described in Section 7 .2

STEP(4) Convergence check. Go back to STEP (1) if the differences of iteration variables

(e , E aîd Qù between two consecutive iterations are greater than a given tolerance.

Otherwise the process is convergent.

STEP(S) Convergence check.If the differences of iteration variables (e , Q*, E) between

two consecutive iterations are smaller than a given tolerance, exit the iteration. If
otherwise, go to STEP(l).

$ 7 .5 Calculated Results

Results have been calculated for the following models:

1) unipolar: conductor 0.25cm in radius placed 200cm above ground. Positive corona

was considered.

2) two conductors 0.25cm in radii placed 200cm above ground and 300cm apart from each

other.

Ion mobility is taken as 1.4 cm2lvs for positive ions and 1.8 cm2lVs for negative ions .

Corona onset voltage is 83kV for positive unipolar and t 7l kV for bipolar corona[39]. The

corona onset field strength E is therefore 45.05kV/cm for unipolar and 40.4kYlcm for
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bipolar. We selected these models because there are published data obtained by other

researchers from measurements [39].

The results for unipolar corona are shown in Fig.7 . 3 to Fig.7 . 1 0 and the results for bipolar

corona are shown in Fig.7 . 11 to Fig.7 .18 . Note that the actual peaks are larger than they

appear on the three dimensional plot due to the Iimitation of the grid used for the plotting.
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Fig.7 . L9 toEig.T . 24 show the ground level profiles of electric field strengths, ion current

densities and space charge densities for the unipolar and bipolar models.

It can be observed from the calculated results that:

1) In both unipolar and bipolar cases, along a vertical line from the ground to the height
of the conductor, the electric field on the ground is not the weakest as one might
imagine. The magnitudes of the electric field strength decrease as the height increases

and then increase agarn (Fig.7 . 5 and Fig.7 . i3 ). The authorhas not seen published
evidence reporting the above observations.

2) The results (Fig.7 . 10 ) contradicted the Deutsch assumptionl8] which states thatthe
presence of space charge does not affect the direction of the electric field.

3) The space charge density diminishes quickly as the distance from the conductor
increases and it diminishes faster in bipolar case due to recombination (Fig.7 .21 and
Fig.7 .2a).

4) The wind has strong effects on the profiles of space charge density, electric field and

ion current density (in descending order of the wind effects). The profiles all shift
down-wind and the magnitudes increase noticeably for unipolar corona. For bipolar,
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the wind effects on the magnitudes are more complicated and further investigations
are necessary.

5) The corona greatly enhances the electric field strengths at the ground level for both
unipolar and bipolar cases (Fig.7 . 19 and Fig.1 .22).

$ 7.6 Conclusions

MMD is an iterative method developed by the authors for solving the nonlinear corona

problems or other physical problems with similar mathematical models. In MMD, the

updated space charge densities are required to satisfy the current continuity equations

associated with the mostrecentvalues of theelectric field vector (the electric field generated

by the un-updated space charge and the conductor potentials).

The new method is effective in the simulation of HVdc ion flow fields in the presence of
wind. The convergence is achieved after about five iterations for no-wind conditions and

about eight iterations for wind conditions. The algorithm can accommodate variable

mobilities, which make it possible to investigate the effects of humidity, pressure,

temperature and pollution on the behavior of the ion flow fields.
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CHAPTER 8

COMPARISONS OF NUMERICAL
RESULTS AND MEASUREMENTS

In this chapter, the results obtained by different methods described in the previous chapters

are compared. The results obtained by the three different methods are both close and

consistent.

The numerical results calculated by MMD are compared with the measurements performed

by Manitoba HVdc Research Centre and Manitoba Hydro at Lundar, Manitoba on the Nelson

River Bipole 1 and Bipole 2 and are found to agree reasonably well with the measurements

S 8.1 Comparisons of Results Obtained by Different Methods

The numerical results obtained by the three different methods, the Method of Imaginary

Conductance ( MIC ), the Method of Auxiliary Poisson's Equation (MAPE) and the Method

of Minimum Divergence (MMD), are compared in this section. The unipolar conductor

model with R:0.25cm and h:2}}cmwas used in the calculation. The same model was used

in the previous chapters.

Fig.8 . 1 to Fig.8 . 3 show the ground level profiles of electric field strengths, ion current

densities and space charge densities without wind and Fig.8 . 4 to Fig.8 . 6 show the profiles

with wind. The conductor voltages are 200kV for all the calculations. However, the wind

speeds for the three method are different (please see the illustrations in the figures).

It can be observed that under no wind conditions the unipolar results obtained by the three

methods are very close and the profiles of the electric field are almost identical. Under wind
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conditions the results are consistent - the stronger the wind, the larger the shifts of the peaks

of the profiles.
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$ 8.2 Comparisons with the Measurements at Lundar, Manitoba

In this section, the numerical results obtained by MMD are compared with the measurement

data supplied by Manitoba HVdc Research centre and Manitoba Hydro.

$ 8.2 .1 The Long-term Measurements at Lundar, Manitoba

Manitoba HVdc Research Centre and Manitoba Hydro has performed the most extensive

long-term measurements of the corona effects on its Nelson River Bipole 1 and Bipole 2

HVdc transmission lines at its test site located in Lundar, Manitoba. Electric field strength,

ion current densities and ion densities are measured at ten different locations at the ground

level beneath the lines. Weather conditions, such as wind directions, wind speed, relative

humidity, barometric pressure, temperature are monitored constantly. Radio interference,

background radio interference, solar radiation are also recorded. All the parameters are

measured at a fixed time interval (one or two minutes) and recorded automatically by a

personal computer.

Fig.8 . 7 and Fig.8 . 8 show the wind speed and wind direction with respect to time. The zero

degree wind direction corresponds to peqpendicular winds. It can be observed that the wind

parameters are very unstable and that both its speed and the direction change constantly. The

wind has strong effects on the ion flow fîeld. Consequently, it is very difficult to get stable

readings for the electric fields, ion current densities and ion densities.
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Fig.8 . 7 Wind Speed with respect to Time,200 Samples
(Courtesy Manitoba HVdc Research Centre and Manitoba Hydro)
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Fig.8 . 8 Wind Direction with respect to Time,200 Samples
(Courtesy Manitoba HVdc Research Centre and Manitoba Hydro)

Fig.8 . 9 -Fig.8 . 11 show the electric fields, ion current density and ion density measured at

the centre of the Right-Of-Way. It can be observed that the dataarewidely scattered. Even

for the most stable set of data (that of the electric field) with a standard deviation of TVo,the

ratio of the maximum to the minimum values is 2. For ion current density and ion density, the

ratios are 9 and 8, respectively. The main reason for the widely scattered data is the the strong

effects of wind and the its unstable nature (refer to Fig.8 .7 andFig.g . g )

The widely scattered measured data makes it more diffrcult to compare the numerical results

with the measurements.
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Fig.8 . 9 Electric Field Stength with respect to Time, 200 Samples
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Fig.8 . 10 Ion Current Density with respect to Time, 200 Samples
(Courtesy Manitoba HVdc Research Centre and Manitoba Hydro)
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Fig.8 . 11 Ion Density with respect to Time, 200 Samples

(Coutesy Manitoba HVdc Research Centre and Manitoba Hydro)

S 8 -2 .2 comparisons with Measurement Results at Lundar, Manitoba

In the model for the numerical analysis of the ion flow fields of the double bipolar Nelson

River HVdc lines (Fig.8 . 12) thebundle conductors were replaced by an equivalent single
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conductor with the same average conductor surface electric field strength under corona-free

condition. A surface roughness factor(m) of 0.5 was used. Since it is very difficult to simulate

a rough conductor surface, the conductor radius was reduced so that the average conductor

surface field was increased to I/mtimes of its original value to accommodate the roughness.

After taking into account the above factors, the equivalent conductor radii were chosen as

3.55cm. The corona onset field strength E was taken as l5kV/cm for conductors of both

polarities.

Bipole I Bipole 2

Fig.8 . 12 Model of the Nelson River Bipole 1 and Bipole 2 HYdc Transmission Lines
at Lundar, Manitoba, Canada (not to the scale)

The Manitoba HVdc Research Centre and Manitoba Hydro have kindly provided

approximately 5500 sets of data recorded in early July, 1993 during fair weather for our

comparisons.

In order to get distinct patterns from the measurements, large amount of data were

categorized according to range of w, - the wind speed perpendicular to the transmission

lines. All the data with wind speed 4 within a given range were grouped together. The range

of the wind speed was chosen such that the number of samples (a sample is a set of

measurements of all the field variables at the ten locations) of the group is sufficiently large

for statistical analysis.

418 k'

@
+ 418 kV

Equivalent Conductor radius R : 3.55cm

Corona Onset Field Strength Ec : l5kV/cm

- 418 kV
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CHAPTER 8 COMPARISONS OF NUMERICAL RESULTS AND MEASUREMENTS

At this stage the computerprogram can only calculate the ion flow field of a single bipolar or

unipolar lines. For the double bipolar Nelson River lines, calculations were carried out

separately for each of the bipolar lines. The results of Bipole 1 and Bipole 2 were then

superimposed to obtain the numerical solutions of the double bipolar lines. Fig.8 . 13 shows

the space charge densities generated by Bipole 1 and Bipol e2 onthe assumption that the two

bipolar lines were not operating at the same time. It can be observed that for Bipole I

1) in its positive space charge region, the values of the negative space charge densities

generated by Bipole 2 arc very small;

2) in its negative space charge region, the values of the positive space charge densities

generated by Bipole 2 are also very small.

The above observations are also true for Bipole 2. Therefore, the interactions between the

space charges generated by Bipole I and Bipole 2 (mainly the recombinations of ions

generated by the two bipolar lines) are not significant. Consequently, the errors introduced

by the above mentioned superimposition procedure are negligible.
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CHAPTER B COMPARISONS OF NUMERICAL RESULTS AND MEASUREMENTS

Fig.8 . 14 to Fig.8 . 19 show the comparisons withthe tests atLundar. The continuous lines

and the dotted lines represent the numerical results calculated by MMD and the measured

average values, respectively. The shaded areas (referred to as 907o range in the figures)

contain approximately 907o of the measured data. The ranges of wind speed associated with

the measurements for the "no-wind" and wind conditions (corresponding to Om/s and lm/s

in the numerical calculations) were [- 0.01, 0.01] m/s and [- 1.2,- 0.8] nVs, and the number

of samples were 457 and 101, respectively.

It can be observed that most parts of the calculated results fall within the 90Vo range of the

measurements. The calculated electric field strength and space charge densities are very

close to the measured average values. All the corresponding profiles show similar patterns.

In light of the fact that the measured data are widely scattered, it can be concluded that the

calculated results agree reasonably well with the measurements on the Nelson River lines.
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CHAPTER 9

CONCLUSIONS AND

SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE
WORKS

$ 9.1 Conclusions

Several iterative algorithms, namely the Method of Imaginary Conductance (MIC),the

Method of Auxiliary Poisson's Equation (MAPE) and the Method of Minimum Divergence

(MMD), have been developed. MIC and MAPE have been tested on a unipolar model and

MMD has been tested on unipolar and bipolar models and a practical transmission line

geometry. These algorithms are capable of numerical simulations with the presence of wind

and with variable ion mobilities.

All of the iterative algorithms work well with a wide range of initial space charge

distributions. In other words, upon convergence the results corresponding to different initial

space charge distributions are very close. Convergence can usually be achieved after about

five to six iterations without wind and after about six to eight iterations with wind.The error'

tolerance for convergence is approximately l7o to 3Vo. The wind speed ranges from 1m/s to

12mls.

Forunipolar, the total ion current entering the ground is above 90Vo of the current leaving the

conductor at convergence. The current continuity equation requires that the ratio be 1. In the

simulation, the "ground" only extends to about 2.5 to 4 times of the conductor height beyond

the cenffe of the conductor.Therefore a ratio gteater or equal to 0.9 is satisfactory.
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The ground level profiles of electric fields, ion current densities and space charge densities

calculated by the three methods are found to be in agreement and consistent for the unipolar

model. Comparisons of the numerical results on conductor models with available

measurements showed satisfactory agreement.

The numerical results with wind speed up to lm/s for the Nelson River double bipolar lines

obtained by MMD agree well with the measured dataprovidedby Manitoba HVdc Research

Centre and Manitoba Hydro.

$ e.2 suggestions for Future Research on the ron Flow Fields of HVdc Lines

The three methods have their own pros and cons. The Method of Minimum Divergence

seems to be the most promising. A more stable and efficient algorithm should be sought for

solving the update continuity equations associated with MMD.

Future work should also focus on more detailed numerical simulations of the corona behavior

of practical HVdc transmission lines, such as the effects of bundle conductors, the effects of

temperature, humidity, barometric pressure, pollutions, the formation of large ions and

charged particles, etc.
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